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WEATHER 
TODAY: Sunny, high 
88°F,low56°F. 
TUESDAY: Partly 
cloudy, high 85°F, 
low 54°F. 
WEDNESDAY: Partly 
cloudy, high 81 °F, 
low 52°F. 
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Stranger invades bedroom privacy 
Suspect enters Old Town 
area homes seven times 
in 1997; most victims are 
JMU students, all female 
by Julia Filz 
senior writer 
Residents of Mason Street are locking their doors more 
diligently these days as police search for a man suspected 
of entering women's homes during the night to watch 
them sleep. 
The man has entered houses in Old Town 
Harrisonburg along Mason Street and Cantrell Avenue 
seven times in 1997, Harrisonburg Police Chief Don 
Harper said. The most recent incident was during the 
week of Sept. 20, but Harper did not have an exact date. 
Most of the victims are JMU students and all are women. 
"Basically, [the suspect] comes into the room and 
observes the person sleep," Harper said. 
None of the incidents have led to assault, but the sus- 
pect does occasionally lift the bedcovers off his victims. 
"If he has been confronted [by the victim], he apolo- 
gizes and leaves," Harper said. "He has not touched any- 
one." 
Police believe the suspect enters houses through 
unlocked doors or windows. If he is caught, he could be 
charged with unlawful entry or burglary if the police can 
prove cause. So far, the suspect has taken nothing from 
the houses. 
Senior Amy Lester and sophomore Jen Rose live in a 
house on Mason Street the suspect entered in June at 
about 5:30 a.m., Rose said. 
"We had some broken windows in our basement, win- 
dows without latches, and we think that's how he got in," 
Rose said. "He went upstairs first and jiggled all [the bed- 
room doors]." 
When the suspect was unsuccessful in entering locked 
rooms upstairs, he moved to the lower level of the house. 
"Amy and I live downstairs," Rose said. "Amy woke 
in the middle of the night and forgot to lock her door 
when she went back to bed. He walked in, walked across 
her room and lifted the sheet. She woke up and screamed. 
He said, 'Oh my God, I'm sorry,' and ran out of the 
house." 
According to Harper, the suspect is described as a 
white male in his mid 20s to 30s, 5'10," with short brown 
hair in a crew cut, weighing 180-190 lbs with a "bulge in 
the front [of his belly]." The suspect may be clean-shaven 
and is usually seen wearing a black shirt and black jeans. 
Lester said she and her roommates think the suspect 
may have watched them for some time from either inside 
or outside the house. One of Lester's roommates went to 
bed at about 5:20 a.m. and the suspect came into Lester's 
room about 5:45 a.m. 
"We don't know if he was watching [my roommate], 
but I felt like I was being watched [before going to bed]," 
Lester said. "I kept doing stupid things, like looking next 
to my desk." 
see STRANGER page 2 
Rose talks with students 
about JMUjundraising 
by Kelly Harmon 
contributing writer 
Pacing back and forth at the base of a Zane Showker lecture hall, 
JMU Acting President Linwood Rose opened his speech Wednesday 
evening with discussion of JMU President Ronald Carrier's fundrais- 
ing mission. 
Although Rose didn't provide concrete numbers for his audience 
of four business fraternities, he stressed the importance of increasing 
JMU's endowment for three primary reasons: buildings, faculty and 
general resources. 
"Where we have not done a particularly good job ... is fund rais- 
ing and public support," Rose said. Rose's mission is to make JMU 
the best state university possible and to remain competitive with pri- 
vate institutions by becoming the best comprehensive university 
JMU can realistically be. In order for this to occur, JMU must possess 
and maintain resources that will add value to the student's educa- 
tion. 
"I want you to look back at your degree 10 years from now and 
see value added to that degree," Rose said. "My sole mission is to 
add value to your education." 
Rose explained the reasons behind the fundraising mission. He 
attributes a portion of the need to raise funds to a lack of support 
from the State Council of Higher Education. SCHEV evaluates and 
distributes funds for Virginia state universities. 
As student enrollment at JMU increases, the need for more faculty 
members and facilities also increases. The problem lies within the 
distribution of funds, Rose said to the students. 
For example, the new College of Integrated Science and 
Technology building that opened this fall reached completion a year- 
and-one-half behind schedule due to lack of funding. 
Rose hopes to reverse the trend this year. He will appeal to the 
Virginia General Assembly to gain capital funds totaling $30 million 
to construct another CISAT building twice the size of the current 
one. The current building measures 91,000 square feet. 
"We can't grow anymore without sacrificing your education until 
the capital gain comes through," Rose said. 
see ROSE page 2 
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Cars wait to make turns onto Port Republic at the Forest Hill Road and Port Republic Road intersection. 
Plans for traffic light at 
Forest Hill Road on hold 
by Mark Ross 
contributing writer 
The Virginia Department of 
Transportation has put plans to 
install a traffic light at the inter- 
section of Port Republic Road and 
Forest Hill Road on hold, at least 
until the completion of the Neff 
Avenue extension. The extension 
will connect Neff Avenue to Port 
Republic near the entrance to 
South View apartments. 
After completing a study of 
the Forest Hill intersection, locat- 
ed at Howard Johnson Inn, the 
Virginia Department of 
Transportation submitted its con- 
clusions Aug. 21 in a letter to 
James Baker, Harrisonburg direc- 
tor of public works. 
"It is our opinion that the deci- 
sion to install the signal at this 
intersection should be delayed 
until after completion of the Neff 
Avenue extension which may 
have a significant impact on the 
volume of traffic using this inter- 
section," VDOT Engineer Kelly 
Downs said. 
Dan Rublee, city engineer, said 
Harrisonburg-has considered the 
Neff Avenue extension since 
1991. The road will provide direct 
access to the Valley Mall area 
from Port Republic Road. The 
extension will cover about nine- 
see LIGHT page 2 
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continued from page 1 
Rose said she woke up when 
she heard Lester start screaming. 
They called Harrisonburg Police 
Department, who told them they 
were not the first victims of this 
type of incident. 
"[HPD] did tell us he's never 
tpuched anyone, but that didn't 
make us feel better," Rose said. 
"He lifted the sheet. Maybe this 
o guy's building up to some- 
thing." 
Harper said the suspect usual- 
ly enters during the early morn- 
ing hours, and most of the inci- 
dents are between midnight and 
daylight. 
Rose said she and her room- 
The Breeze is published Monday 
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How to place a classified: 
Come to The Breeze office 
weekdays between 8 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. 
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 
words, $2 for each additional 
10 words; boxed classified, 
$10 per column inch. 
Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday 
for Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in 
advance in The Breeze office. 
mates still think about the inci- 
dent. 
"We've all been really scared," 
Rose said. "Amy has this wind 
chime thing by her door, and my 
dad made us this cage to put 
over her window. We can't sleep 
without the porch light on at 
night." 
Lester said, "I have a routine 
now. I lock my door and put 
wind chimes on it. I have bars on 
my window and I lock my win- 
dow, no matter how hot it is. He 
completely stole my ability to feel 
safe in my room at night." 
Lester said she has heard of 
people who moved after inci- 
Light _ 
continued from page 1 
/ 
tenths of a mile. 
"[The Neff Avenue extension] 
is a result of the growth of the 
commercial areas on and around 
the backside area of Valley Mall," 
Rublee said. 
The extension project will cost 
the city about $2.4 million and is 
being funded with city municipal 
bonds sold last year. Perry 
Engineering is the contractor for 
the project, which may be com- 
plete by July 1998. 
VDQT traffic engineers and 
the City of Harrisonburg evaluat- 
ed the Forest Hill intersection fol- 
lowing federal guidelines in Sept. 
1996 to assess whether or not a 
traffic signal there would be a 
proper means of traffic control, 
according to the VDOT home 
page. 
VDOT collected and evaluated 
several different sets of data, 
including directional movements, 
traffic volume and accident 
reports. Following an evaluation 
of this data and consideration of 
the Neff Avenue extension pro- 
ject, VDOT submitted its recom- 
Rose  
continued from page 1 
Additional goals that require 
more funding include improving 
existing resources on campus, 
such as initiating building reno- 
vations on Godwin and Harrison 
Halls and adding technology 
equipment ____________ 
to 15 or 16    // 
classrooms, 
Rose said. 
mendation to delay traffic signal 
installation at the intersection. 
VDOT will conduct a follow-up 
study after Neff Avenue is com- 
pleted to re-evaluate the need for 
a stoplight at Forest Hill Road. 
VDOT also took Safety into 
consideration, analyzing accident 
data Harrisonburg submitted to 
them. From Jan. 1, 1994 to Nov. 
30, 1996, seven accidents 
occurred at the Forest Hill-Port 
Republic intersection, according 
to accident reports. 
As a result, the VDOT recom- 
mendation said the data "does 
not indicate that there is a severe 
accident problem at this intersec- 
tion." 
Rublee also said due to the 
proximity of the intersection to 
an existing traffic signal at the I- 
81 ramp, the installation of anoth- 
er signal may "create more of a 
safety hazard." 
Downs wrote in the VDOT let- 
ter to Baker, "[Installation of a 
stoplight] at Port Republic Road 
and Forest Hill Avenue will have 
a definite impact on the signal 
dents in their homes. She has not 
considered moving but has heard 
the suspect has entered some 
houses several times. 
Lester thinks the steps she and 
her roommates have taken to 
secure their home at night have 
prevented the suspect from re- 
entering. In addition to keeping 
doors locked, her landlord has 
boarded up the basement win- 
dows. 
At this point, Harper said 
Harrisonburg Police have no 
leads or ideas for the suspect's 
motive. While some people have 
called the suspect the "Sleeper 
Peeper" or the "Mason Street 
Stalker," Harper said the police 
have not created a name for the 
individual. 
"We're not calling him any- 
thing except a criminal," Harper 
said. 
Lester said the suspect had a 
soft voice and a beard when he 
came to her home, but described 
him as "harmless looking. He 
looks like someone who would 
go to your church." 
Harper said police are alerting 
residents along Mason Street and 
Cantrell Avenue to lock their 
doors and windows at night and 
are increasing police visibility 
around those areas. 
operation and could lead to con- 
siderably longer delays for 
motorist's using both intersec- 
tions." 
Both Rublee and VDOT said 
they think the extension will con- 
tribute to decreasing the volume 
of traffic using the Forest Hill 
Road-Port Republic Road inter- 
section. 
"People should take advan- 
tage of the road," Rublee said. 
"Our hope is it will relieve a lot 
of the pressure on that intersec- 
tion." 
Some JMU students who use 
the intersection every day said 
the Neff Avenue extension won't 
help enough. 
"It takes forever to make a left 
onto Port Republic [from Forest 
Hill Road]," Senior J.T. Mauk 
said. 
Junior Mary Holmesly said, 
"[The extension] won't reallv 
help us. You can't see cars com- 
ing from the [direction of] JMU 
because of the long line of cars 
waiting to turn left onto Forest 
Hill." 
Even though the Neff Avenue 
extension will make it easier to 
get to Valley Mall, Senior Beth 
Gull said mall traffic isn't the real 
problem at that intersection. 
"It won't decrease the amount 
of traffic coming from [University 
Recreation Center] or [the 
College of Integrated Science and 
Technology]," she said. "There 
are people walking, bikes coming 
at you and cars coming from 
every direction." 
much larger than that, you have a 
problem just moving people." 
Some buildings and structures 
on campus were not built for stu- 
dent populations larger than 
15,000, and an increase over that 
__________ barrier would 
1 1111        i      necessitate 
We re scheduled to be entirely new 
-t r- /-»/^/-> r J it facilities, such 
Following at 15,000 [students] by 
his speech, // J 
Rose opened 20001. 
the floor to 
students' Linwood Rose 
concerns and JMU acting president 
questions 
about the future of JMU. 
One student asked Rose about 
the projected ideal size of JMU. «' 
"We're scheduled to be at 
15,000 [students] by 2001," Rose 
said. "We thought 15,000 was 
about the limit without making 




saying is that 
we can't be 
18,000 or 
20,000," Rose 
said. JMU's student body is about 
13,800 this year. 
Other students voiced concern 
about the housing situation on 
campus, pointing to the renting 
of the Howard Johnson's and 
Blue Ridge Hall as examples of 
an excessive population so far 
away from campus. 
"I'm not happy with the situa- 
tion at Hojo," Rose said. "We are 
building right now an additional 
850 beds on the CISAT campus." 
Another issue raised during 
the evening is diversity at JMU. 
Rose said he wants to increase 
the level of diversity at JMU but 
explained the difficulty in achiev- 
ing that. 
"From an admissions perspec- 
tive, it's something we've really 
looked at over the past few years," 
he said. "It's a real struggle to try 
and promote the notion of diversi- 
ty. . . We have an applicant pool 
that is more homogeneous than 
we would like to have." 
Inevitably, the issue of JMU- 
Harrisonburg town relations 
emerged. 
"There's a great deal of depen- 
dence upon each other" Rose 
said. Pointing out problems that 
the University of Virginia has 
experienced with the community 
of Charlottesville, Rose said 
JMU's relationship with 
Harrisonburg is about as normal 
as to be expected. 
Touching on the positive 
things JMU brings to 
Harrisonburg, Rose cited the 
community service students pro1 
vide as well as the revenue stu- 
dents bring to Harrisonburg. 
Students also brought up the 
parking issue and inquired about 
the proposed parking deck site 
behind Bridgeforth stadium. 
"The parking problem is not a 
new problem, and it has gotten 
worse," Rose said. "Ultimately, 
the only answer is building a 
parking deck." 
Junior Melissa Rubin said, 
"He's really trying to relate to the 
student body and not just the 
upper levels of the university." 
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JMU and friends celebrate CISAT 
building's opening with grand bash 
Ceremony draws administrators, students, state officials to new campus attraction 
by Katheryn Lenker 
contributing writer 
Brightly colored balloons and 
bagpipe music greeted visitors to 
the College of Integrated Science 
and Technology Friday after- 
noon. 
The dedication ceremony fea- 
tured six speakers, including 
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
and JMU Acting President 
Linwood Rose. 
CISAT's new building is "the 
solitary gateway to the new mil- 
lennium," Rose said. More build- 
ings will soon join the new facili- 
ties when JMU attains funding 
from the State Council of Higher 
education or the Virginia General 
Assembly. 
The two-hour ceremony 
began with CISAT Provost 
Jackson Ramsey thanking those 
who contributed to the develop- 
ment and construction qf the new 
building. 
Over 100 people, including 
state senators and delegates, 
Harrisonburg city officials and 
various JMU administrators and 
committee members, attended 
the dedication. 
Senior CISAT major Barbara 
Crowder addressed the crowd on 
behalf of CISAT students. "This 
building symbolizes the faith you 
have in integrated science and 
technology and the impact we 
can make on the world," she said. 
Associate CISAT professor 
Geoffrey Egekwu spoke on 
behalf of CISAT faculty. He com- 
mented on the progression of the 
department, from CISAT's early 
days in seven trailers to the mod- 
ular building where it now 
makes its home. 
George Newstrom, corporate 
vice president of Electronic Data 
Systems and a member of 
CISAT's executive advisory com- 
mittee, spoke about CISAT's 
impact on students' professional 
futures. "Our job is to help stu- 
dents use computers more pow- 
erfully," Newstrom said. He 
went on to say his company lost 
$6 million a day due to lack of 
computer information techni- 
cians, whose salaries begin at 
$48,000 a year. 
Carrier also spoke about the 
history of the program, mention- 
ing the financial obstacles JMU 
overcame to build the facility and 
asked delegates in the audience 
to continue their support. 
"This institution has been 
working hard for the last three to 
four years to enable our students 
to work better in [the future]," 
Carrier said. 
Rose closed the ceremony 
with some brief remarks on the 
university's commitment to the 
future. 
Carrier reassured the audi- 
ence his plans for the school will 
be accomplished. Rose said the 
building is "designed for the stu- 
KELLY DVKE/conthbuiing photographer 
(l-r) JMU Acting President Linwood Rose and President Ronald 
Carrier share CISAT facts with the audience at Friday's dedication. 
Edith Carrier, wife of 
dedication ceremony 
KELLY DVKE/contribuling photographer 
JMU President Ronald Carrier, laughs during a light moment at Friday's CISAT 
, The 91,000-square-foot facility opened for classes earlier this fall. 
dents of today for the needs of 
tomorrow." 
A tour of the new facility and 
a reception followed the ceremo- 
ny. CISAT is a three-floor brick 
and block construction fronted 
by a 90 ft. tower, according to a 
JMU Media Relations press 
release. The 91,000-square-foot 
building has 15 classrooms, 9 lab- 
oratories, a 160-person capacity 
auditorium, 60 and presentation 
rooms faculty offices. 
The facility is the first building 
of the planned CISAT campus 
and will house CISAT and com- 
puter science classes. It has a 
1,000-student capacity and state- 
of-the-art labs and equipment. 
One student attending the 
dedication was glad to hear of 
Newstrom's job shortage. 
"When [Newstrom] is up 
there saying he's losing $6 mil- 
lion a day [because he doesn't 
have enough employees], I'm like 
'Give me a job!'" junior Shawn 
Silkensen said. "I'm here for a 
reason." 
Another student simply 
appreciate the permanence of the 
new building. 
"It's nice to go from a little 
trailer park to a place you can call 
home," senior Alana Takeuchi 
said. 
■. 
by Neal Crovo 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Vehicle Accident/ Injury 
• A student motorist reportedly struck a 
motorcycle operated by a student at the 
intersection of Bluestone Drive and Chandler 
Service Drive at 2:50 p.m. Sept. 30. 
• A student riding a bike westbound on the 
sidewalk south of the University Recreation 
Center reportedly hit a student pedestrian and I 
from the bike at 4:10 p.m. Oct. 2. 
There were minor injuries. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a 
maroon 21-speed Trek 970 men's mountain bike 
at UREC at 8:24 p.m. Sept 30. 
The bike is valued at $900. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a blue 
Specialized "Hafldrock" mountain bike with yellow 
m shocks^ from ,^ chain fence of X-lpt, aj 8:45 
p.m. Oct 2.. 
The bike is valued at $700. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a 
Bubble Jet 2000 personal printer from an office in 
Steele House at 9:42 a.m. Oct 1. 
Recovered Property 
• A stop sign removed from the intersection of 
University Boulevard and Driver Drive and curve 
arrow sign from University Boulevard south of 
Blue Ridge Hall was found at Blue Ridge Hall at 
12:58 a.m. Sept. 3. 
Possession of an Operator's License 
Known not to be His Own 
• Robert T. Peterson, 20, of Falls Church was 
arrested and charged with possession of an 
operator's license not belonging to him at 
Bluestone Drive near Mr. Chips at 1:20 a.rn; pet 
■ rirAzm luoritiw tirnil orfj J 3- 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was judicially charged with 
underage consumption of alcohol on Godwin Hall 
patio at 12:45 a.m. Oct. 3. 
• A student was judicially charged with 
' underage consumption of alcohol at G-lot at 
12:30 p.m. Oct. 3. 
Property Damage .    ■ 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly drove over 
the newly graded area around the College of 
Integrated Science and Technology building and 
caused damage to the grass at 4:00 p.m. Oct 1. 
A construction worker reportedly observed 
other vehicles driving over dirt piles in a reckless 
manner. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly pulled up 
flowers by the sidewalk between Godwin Hall and 
Brjdgeforth Stadium at 4:27 am. Oct 3....., 
' Number of drunk in public charges since June 4: 
22 




Then conic and hear Merck & Co. speakers 
Dr. Sarad Paiekh 
"Strategics and Impacts of Microbial Strain Improvement 
and 
Dr. 1-Teh Tong 
"Fermentation Scale-up and Product Isolation" 
Monday, October 6, 7:00 pm 
ISAT/CS building, Rm 159 
AND 
Dr. Carol Cramer 
Associate Professor at Virginia Tech and 
Vice President of CropTech 
Wednesday, October 8, 7:30 pm 
ISAT/CS building, Rm 159 
f     sponsored by the JMU Chapter of the 
Virginia Biotechnology Association 
For questions, call Barbara Ciowder al 432-1 172 
ATTENTION SENIORS: 
There is a Senior Class Challenge 
4 meeting for all Team Leaders 
TONIGHT 
in Taylor 304 at 4:00 p.m. 
Call Lisa or Andrew at 568-2825 
for more information. 
Lewis, Ruple, Hart & Temcles 
Attorneys at Law 
►DUI, drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol & traffic offenses 
•Drug cases &. sexual assault 
•Honor code & disciplinary hearings 
•Personal injury & accidents 
•Sexual harrassment 
•Business planning & commercial litigation 
Evening & Saturday 
hours available 
432-6624 
276 W. Market St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 
tvtes Ur*>e-^ 
OCTOBER 6 - OCTOBER 12 
WATER GAMES CLINIC 
October 14, 6-8 pm 
Sign up by Oct. 13 
DAY HIKE AT WHITE 
ROCK FALLS 
October 18 
Register by October 10. 
Trip Meeting: October 14 
A great time to experience the 
beauty of fall in the valley! 
SMART FITNESS FOR 
SKI INC 
October 7, 7 pm 
UREC Rm.250 
Special guest from Massanutten 
Ski Resort! 
Vpn't forget - Nutritional 
Analysis is still available right 
here at URECI Slop by the 
Program Registration Desk 
TEAM GOLF 
Entries due: October 7-9 
Manager's Meeting: 
October 14, 4:30 pm 
'Still to come: Outdoor Soccer 
VE^uuMS'-e^e? 
RUN THE MARINE CORPS 
MARATHON WITH UREC 
October 6-26 
Wellness Incentive Program 
*Winner gets a new pair of 
athletic shoesl 
See the Program Registration 
Desk for details! 
JEEP/EAGLE HEALTH & 
FITNESS TOUR 
October 6-7, 10 am-4 pm 
on the Commons 
WINNING WEIGHS 
October 8, 6-7 pm 
Wellness Wednesday Program 
*± ̂ ^ t*. 
UNI¥|H»lT» RICIIfftTIOM 
* Volunteer meetings, sponsored by Women's Resource 
Center, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,7p.m. Details: Women's 
Resource Center, x3407. 
» Science Fiction/Fantasty Guild meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 402,7 p.m. Details: CC, 574-4704. 
it Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, 574-3418. 
it Bible study, presented by Catholic Campus Ministry, 
CCM House, 7 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
it National Broadcasting Society meeting, Anthony- 
Seeger Hall, rm. 10,7:30 p.m. 
** Feminist conference planning, Taylor Hall, rm. 200, 
8 p.m. Details: Ann, x3407. 
* Bluestone meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 217, 
8:30 p.m. Details: Rachel, x6541. 
TUESDAY 
» EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5 p.m. 
it ROAR meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,6 p.m. 
it AED Premedical Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm..31, 
7 p.m. 
it C.A.R.E. meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,7 p.m. 
it Pre-law Society meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 101,7 pm. 
it National Broadcasting Society meeting, Anthony- 
Seeger Hall, rm. 10,7:30 p.m. 
it College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
7:30 p.m. Details: Dave, 432-1434. 
it Bible study, presented by Canterbury Episcopal 
Campus Ministry, Canterbury House, 7-8 p.m. Details: 
Martha, x5462. 
* Social Dance Evening, presented by the School of 
Theatre and Dance, Godwin Hall, rm. 356,9-11 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY     8 
* Mary Bolding presents "What to Do After You Find a 
Lump in Your Breast," Taylor Hall, rm. 200,12-1 p.m. 
it Gemini Entertainment meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 
8 p.m. 
it Phi Chi Theta executive council meeting, Zane 
Showker Hall, rm. 109,5:30 p.m. 
it Phi Chi Theta pledge class meeting, Zane Showker 
Hall, rm. 8 p.m. 
• Evening prayer, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 
9:30 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
THURSDAY 
» EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm: 309,5-6:30 p.m. 
Details: Liz, x7877. 
it Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student 
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 
434-6822 
• Anthropology Club meeting, Sheldon Hall, rm. 114, 
6 p.m. Details: Megan, 574^1515. 
• Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger lobby, 
6 p.m. Details: Jessica, x7557. 
• Religious discussion, presented by Muslim Student 
Association, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,8 p.m. Details: Shabana, 
433-7923. 
<fr Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ, 
Highlands Room, Warren Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
IN BRIEF 
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Driving the drinkers 
About 45 percent of men and 36 percent of women have been designated 
drivers, and 90 percent say it's a good way to curb drunk driving. Those who 
have been designated drivers, by age: 
16% 3J% 
60 and older     45"50 
No horsing around: Australian mare 
to compete in line dancing contest 
SYDNEY, Australia — Joe MacManamon thought 
someone was pulling his leg when he received an entry 
from a horse to take part in the next Australian Line 
Dancing Championships. 
But after consulting with localand overseas experts 
and viewing a video of the horse named Chrissy 
bootscooting with her human family, MacManamon has 
given the green light for the horse to create line dance 
history. 
Chrissy, a 9-year-old chestnut Australian Quarter 
Horse mare, will compete with family members in the 
duo, trio and small group sections of the sixth annual 
bootscooting championships in January, at Tamworth in 
northern New South Wales. 
"The fact is that it does not stipulate in our rules that 
have been used for the last six years that an entrant has to 
be a human being," said MacManamon, who produces 
the championship. 
He contacted line dancing experts around Australia, as 
well as in New Zealand, Ireland, Canada and the United 
States — all of whom had never come across such a 
dilemma. 
"Sydney's Lance Pritchard perceived a problem with 
the number of feet and thought the horse would have to 
dance alone in the duo section," MacManamon said. e 
"Country Goss [magazine] contributor Gary Talbot felt 
the horse should be fully clothed. Perth's Dave Molkner 
felt that as humans do not enter events for horses ... they 
ought not be seen as eligible for human events.'' 
Other opinions included the need for the horse to 
wear boots and for the horse to only dance in the junior 
section because of its age. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
Theta Chi pledge hospitalized after 
drinking binge; fraternity suspended 
ATLANTA, Ga. — The University of Georgia chapter 
of Theta Chi has canceled all fraternity activities following 
a drinking binge that put a pledge in an Athens hospital. 
Authorities are investigating to see if the incident was 
caused by hazing. 
Henri deLaunay, 18, of Lafayette, La., was in good 
condition at St. Mary's Hospital on Friday after being 
admitted to intensive care early Thursday morning. 
"He's lucky to be alive," said University Police 
Department Assistant Chief Jimmy Williamson. 
Williamson would not immediately release deLaunay's 
blood alcohol level, but said it was at least twice Georgia's 
legal driving limit of 0.08 percent. 
The pledge had been drinking at a Theta Chi function' 
Wednesday night, then went to a bar with several other 
fraternity members, Williamson said. 
The local fraternity president and the member in 
charge of Theta Chi's pledge program have both resigned 
their offices, said William Porter, the university's 
associate vice president for university affairs. He did not 
know the names of the fraternity members. 
- "Their leadership and their members and their alumni 
are taking this very seriously," Porter said. 
He said the local chapter had voluntarily suspended 
their activities, and the national president of the fraternity 
placed the chapter on a 30-day suspension pending 
investigation of the incident. 
"The chapter may not conduct any activities of any 
type other than meetings of members without prior 
permission," said Dave Westol, the national executive 
director of Theta Chi. The suspension prevents fraternity 
members from participating in any events. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
Preview Coming soon to The Breeze 
Sports: Feature on JMU women's rugby team Oct. 9 
Focus: Article and photos of tonight's gubernatorial debate in Richmond 




The Shenandoah Valley Partnership is competing with other cities to 
attract major telecommunications firms. System Development Division. 
The potential center will employ up to 50 programmers, systems analysts 
and project leaders. The firm is also considering establishing a training 
program in conjunction with our local allies to provide technical training to 
prepare residents for future jobs. This presents an unparalleled 
opportunity for local residents to be a part of the high-tech 
telecommunications field without being forced to live and work in the 
congested 1-95 corridor. 
The firm's final decision will depend on the number of qualified candidates 
who express an interest in this opportunity. Your response to the survey 
below will let the Shenandoah Valley Partnership showcase the Valley as 
the high-tech hub of the future. Please mail your completed survey by 
October 8   to: 527 Showker Hall, MSC 0206. Harrisonburg, VA 22807. 
or fax to: (540) 568-3106; e-mail; haysledg   @jmu.edu 
Willing to Learn? 
Mainframe Y?N 
Client/Server       Y/N 












CITY  .STATE. _ZPCODE_ 
PHONE 
Would you be willing to participate in a group discussion to help this 
company learn more about your area? YES NO  
Are you currently employed? Yes NO  
Are you considering theological education? 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
THE DIVINITY SCHOOL 
is holding general information sessions 
Come learn about our master's degree 
programs, Including Master of Theological 
Studies and Master of Divinity, Dual degree 
options and cross-registration opportunities 
with the other Harvard graduate faculties 
Meet With A Representative. 
Date: Thursday, October 9 
Time: 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Place: Phillips Hall Ballroom 
All students, All majors, All years welcome 
year   of  the   duke   dog.... 
^ ^ 4- ~ "U ^ ..„ * * 4- ~ *U ~ ^ 
UU y KJUVJL 
for more  details 
on homecoming: 
CHECK YOUR MAILBOXES 
OR PICK UP A SCHEDULE 







SHOW YOUR JMU PRIDE AND DESIGN A BANNER TO BE HUNG 
ON GODWIN HALL. PICK UP SHEETS IN S.O.S. - TAYLOR 233. 
LAST DAY FOR PICK-UP: OCTOBER 8TH 
TURN IN OCTOBER 9TH BY 5P.M. 
COMPETITION OCTOBER 14TH 
flag football frengy 
REGISTRATION WILL BEGIN OCTOBER 1 AND END OCTOBE 
10. OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY/STAFF AND ADVISORS. 
SIGN UP AT THE UREC PROGRAM REGISTRATION DESK. FIRST 
GAME IS OCTOBER 14TH. HURRY - SPACE IS LIMITED!! 
i ■ 
o homecoming countdown 
o 
o 
KNOW THE NUMBER OF DAYS UNTIL HOMECOMING AND YOU 
COULD WIN A PRIZE! KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR SANDWICH 
BOARDS AROUND CAMPUS FOR THE CORRECT NUMBER     ° 
1 
9 
o    • 
STILL^OCOME... 
MlAlrElR MADNESS, eddie   from   Ohio, pictures with Duke Dog, UREC Day, 
Stefdfciif, Talent J^M '97, c  ~ ■        AND MUCH, MUCH MORE! 
I«*l OltClllllaiPIHflligDIjijI, Ks:ttii:ieiiiii«!ii)iiEiii». 
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Mercy House back in business after August fire 
by Lisa Rosato 
contributing writer 
It's been only two months since an 
Aug. 4 fire destroyed Mercy House Thrift 
Store, but as of Wednesday, Mercy House 
is back in business. 
"Right now we are putting on our best 
smiles," said Chris Moore, store manager. 
"We are just so happy that we're back." 
During Mercy House's grand opening 
celebration, spanning Wednesday to 
Saturday, the store had a record-breaking 
sales week. Moore did not know the 
store's total earnings. 
The rebuilding process was not an easy 
one. Employees worked long hours mak- 
ing the new location on the intersection of 
3rd St. and Chicago St. home. The first task 
was renting a new location large enough to 
house all its merchandise. While the new 
store is slightly smaller than the previous 
one located on Liberty Street, Mercy 
House still provides the same services for 
its customers by selling various donated 
goods, Moore said. In addition to clothing, 
Mercy House sells used appliances and 
furniture, some of which JMU students 
donated. 
JMU overwhelmingly responded to 
Mercy House needs following the fire, 
Moore said. Many campus organizations 
sponsored clothing drives and fund-raisers 
to help the store get back on its feet. 
Among those organizations were 
Catholic Campus Ministries, Wampler 
Hall staff and residents, Community 
Service-Learning and various fraternities 
» 
i*- 
DESMOND V/lLSOS/comribuiinn phographer 
A mannequin proclaims the opening of Mercy House Thrift Store. The store's new 
location is at the intersection of 3rd St. and Chicago St. 
and sororities. Wampler sponsored a 
clothing drive, and CCM members volun- 
teered their time at the store to sort and 
hang clothing. CCM also worked with CSL 
to collect Mercy House donations. 
CSL sends about 10 volunteers per 
week to help out at the store. Jack Neal, 
service coordinator for hunger and hous- 
ing, said, "[Our organization] helps Mercy 
House out with what they need. We also 
work with other groups on campus who 
want to help out the store. We tell them 
what needs to be done if they want to lend 
a hand." After receiving all the donations, 
volunteers sort clothes, clean them and 
hang them up for sale, Moore said. The 
laundry requires a lot of manpower. 
The store benefits from volunteer help 
and donations from area stores and citi- 
zens. JCPenney, Belk and Rocking R 
Hardware all donated retail store fixtures, 
such as hangers, shelves and clothing 
racks. JCPenney sent eight employees to 
the store on opening day to help get things 
ready for customers. "We were happy to 
help them [prepare to] open, but the house 
still needs more donations," said Debbie 
Graham, personnel supervisor for 
JCPenney. 
Belk classifies its donations as commu- 
nity service. Jack Dickerson, store manag- 
er, said, "Belk is a community-based store. 
We [are focused] on giving back to the 
community." 
Many area churches also donated cloth- 
ing and other goods to the store. "We are 
all grateful for the ongoing support from 
the communit^^nd we always welcome 
volunteers," Moore said. The store current- 
ly has two full-time employees and two 
part-time employees.     / 
Individual members from the 
Harrisonburg community gave support, 
too. Since the fire, donations have poured 
in at the collection spot outside Wal-Mart. 
Moore said the large turnout of customers 
is proof that everyone is happy Mercy 
House is back. 
■M 
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»txtov abroad ttt Xotrtoti! 
^^/A I' iii«>11 ■ 111-■ 11 is now open 
W/Aun Summer '98, lull '98, mid Spring '99 
Early Admission Deadline: Novemlwr 15, l°97 
Regular Admission Deadline: l:cl>maiy I, 1998 
Suiiiiiit-r 1998 -- Term I: "IIS Writers In London" May I 8 
- June 26. Led by l)i Jean Cash, I'rofrssor of l-nglish. 
l-xploie llie iclalionslii|i liclween rxpaliialion and creativity 
liy focusing on Hie lives and wotks of such US aulhois as 
Slcplien Crane, llcnrv James, Robert Irosl, Bin I'ound. T.S. 
l-liot. and Sylvia Plain. 
Summer 1998 ~ Term II: "Inslllulc for Advanced 
Shakespearean Studies" July fi - August 0 Led hy Dr. 
Ralph Cohen, Protean of l-nglish. Take 9 credits while 
discovering the wonderful world of Shakes|ieaie first hand: 
"Sh;ikcs|>caie in I'erlormance, Shakespcntc's Stage, and 
Shakespeaie's London. 
I'nll 1998: "Literature to Mini" September IU - December 
10. Led by Dr. Tom O'Connor, 1'iofessor in JMU's School 
of Media Arts * Design Examine the piocess of adapting 
literature into feature (ilnis by studying an author's original 
literary woik. as well as the changes it undergoes in its 
adaptation to film 
Apply now In Ire in London Tor next year! 
PM mure information, contact the Office of International l-dncnlinn. llillcrtsl I lt«isr 2nd 




University Health Center 
10 am-4 pm 
Monday, October 6 
& 
Tuesday, October 7 
THE COMMONS 
Come out and try the climbing wall, Gladiator Joust, Velcro 
Fly Wall, Bungee Run Competition, and many more 
activities!! Questions Call x3503 
^J ames Madison University and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes presents 
$teve Fitz.hugh 
Former Denver broncos placer. 
■. 
Graduate of Miami University of Ohio. 
Inspires and motivates high schoolers, college students, and pro 
teams each ^jear including the Washington pidsfcins, Detroit lions. 
New Yorfc 6«iants, and rnanf more pro and collegiate teams. 
Monday October Uth at 8j>m in 6irafton Stovall theatre r k 
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Attention all 
newswriters!! 
If you haven't 










at 4 p.m. 
New publication seeks to showcase 
area talents, provide public forum 
by Jenny Stromann 
contributing writer 
After two and one-half weeks 
of work, the first issue of the Free 
Voice, a literary publication, is 
slated to hit the stands in 
November. 
Shaun Harvey, a former JMU 
student, and sophomores Jason 
Rosow and Greg Ward are col- 
lecting submissions of any type 
of literature: poetry, essays, opin- 
ions, cartoons and black and 
white photographs. They are also 
looking for volunteers to edit and 
organize. 
'If you have something to say, 
here you go," Harvey said about 
his dream of a publication that is 
a forum for Harrisonburg resi- 
dents and the JMU community to 
express ideas. "People need to 
hear what you have to say." 
Harvey's inspiration for Free 
Voice are the social movements 
and collective gatherings of the 
1950s and '60s, such as the Beat 
Generation and the Hippie 
movement. He then shared his 
idea with Rosow and Ward. 
"So many people are so talent- 
ed," Rosow said. "I just want to 
give them an opportunity to 
share." 
Harvey, Rosow and Ward are 
funding the first publication out 
of their own pockets, with some 
help from donations. Although 
the first issue will have no adver- 
tisements, ads may be included 
in future issues. 
Free Voice's founders have not 
decided on technical aspects such 
as funding or equipment for the 
publication but expect to have 
500 copies of the first issue, 
which will contain 10 pages, 
Harvey said. "We'll find a way to 
do it," he said. "I look at what 
we've done in two and a half 
weeks and there's no reason why 
this won't happen." 
Rosow agreed. "Faith, hope, 
enthusiasm, support," he said. 
"We have all four in abundance." 
Free Voice will be free to the 
public. "We're not about making 
money; It's about ideas and shar- 
ing," Rosow said. The publica- 
tion is a "literary diary of peo- 
ple's thoughts." 
Harvey, Rosow, Ward and 
sophomore Andy Poliakoff host- 
ed a benefit festival on Harvey's 
three-acre farm Sept. 27 to "build 
momentum" for Free Voice by 
obtaining submissions and get- 
ting the word out about the pub- 
lication. 
"How the festival went is how 
we want our publication to be," 
Harvey said. 
Rosow said the benefit festival 
was "ten times better than a 
Phish concert" because of the 
large crowd and various perfor- 
mances. 
Area businesses volunteered 
services for the benefit. LMH 
Trucking donated a 45-foot flat- 
bed that acted as the stage. Lori 
Hensley, secretary treasurer of 
LMH Trucking, said, "Anytime 
we can help out [the community), 
we do." 
The four organizers of the 
benefit festival each paid $70 for 
equipment rentals, fliers and 
food. Local bands and anyone 
who wished to perform at the 
festival had the chance to play for 
a crowd of at least 300, Harvey 
said. In between acts, Harvey 
solicited literary donations from 
the crowd. 
Mr. J's Bagels/Deli donated 
trash bags full of bagels. Raymi 
Poole, assistant manager at Mr. 
J's, said, "If people call ahead, 
we'll give what's leftover." 
Fliers about the publication 
are available at Downtown 
Books, and The Little Grill has a 
Free Voice submission box. 
Bob Schurtz, owner of 
Downtown Books, said Free Voice 
has had a good initial response 
because of word of mouth. "Any 
sort of print medium being pro- 
moted in the community, is a 
good idea," Schurtz said. There 
isn't a writers' group in 
Harrisonburg currently, he said. 
Free Voice isn't out to compete 
against any current local publica- 
tions, Rosow said. The group just 
wanted to put this publication 
together for the Harrisonburg 
area. 
"JMU is a collective creative 
community. It's a good place to 
start," Harvey said. "If we get 
two issues out, we got two issues 
out. No one can take that away 
from us." 
Oct. 15 is the submission 
deadline for the first Free Voice. 
Anyone interested in contribut- 
ing to Free Voice, can drop their sub- 
missions off at The Little Grill or 
send them to: 
/ First Free Voice 
c/o Shaun Harvey 
Rt. \ Box 558 
Port Republic, VA 14471 
If you have any questions, call: 
Shaun Harvey 249-4376 
jason Rosow or Greg Ward 
801-0375 
JjFYI: The SGA provides the 
following internal committees tot 





-Communications & Public Relations 




Meeting Times Are Posted In The SGA Office 
Taylor 234. Stop By! or Call x6376 
CLASS COUNCIL 
MEETINGS 
Freshmen-Thurs. 7 p.m. 
TayloK 31 i 
Sophomore-Mon. 4 p.m 
TayloK 309 
Junior-Mon. 6:30 p.m. 
Ashby* Crossings 
Senior-Wed. 6:30 p.m. 
KA House-5l2CS. Mam 
 g" —" ' 
_ ^TTCCOTCON 
OeeacOTCOc^ Ofi>( 
OOOCC^DU CN T(-)C ^OO 
Eo«c« <Of? ace aecowo ta^R 
^CfPOCNG ON Tt-rt CcO^a 0( 
?000 tff.NO COnnCTTCC. 
secO«ung B 
r»'     Interested In     ^ 
Helping? d1 
Freshman: Andy < 7632 
S( phomores: Chris ©574-3602 
Juniors: Will   $0\-82b5 
Seniors: Adam   '574-4737 
^■H 




Monday & Tuesday 8:30am-700pm 
Wednesday     Friday 830am -550pm 
if r-   Saturday 1100-4£)0pm 
U Something New Everyday 
- Disposable JML) cameras 
YbuVe got to see them to believe it 
-New magazine selection 
m Halloween Is Here! 
Check out our new clothing styles 





• Citizen of Harrisonburg since 1971 
• Active in his community for many years: 
-United Way 
-Board member Harrisonburg/ Rockingham Free Clinic 
- Treasurer, Harrisonburg Elks Lodge 
- Eight years, Harrisonburg Parking Authority, 5 years as chairman 
- Downtown Retail Merchants Association past president 
- Harrisonburg Credit Bureau past president 
- Member, Asbury United Methodist Church 
- Rockingham Rotary Club past president 
• Republican Candidate for Office of City Treasurer 
IF ELECTED. EARL PROMISES THE FOLLOWING 
- To carry out the responsibility of the oftkc to the very best 
of his ability 
- To provide the highest level of service possible to all citizens 
of Harrisonburg 
- To save the taxpayer money by operating the most efficient 
treasurer's office possible without compromising service 
- To innovate whenever possible and be open to new 
developments in technology 
- To have an open door and be accesible to any citizen concern 
,\l ITHORIZED BY FRANCIS BELL JR. TREASURER 
Please VOTE on Nov. 4, 1997 for EARL TAYLOR 
I 
Graduate/Professional School Fair Sponsored by the Office of Career 
^ Services -- 
(.RAIH-ATE SCHOOLS LAW SCHOOLS 
Students! 
American University 
School of Communication 
Beaver College 
The Collet' of William 4 Mary 
School of Business 
School of Education 
Public Policy Program 
Columbia Biblical Seminary 
East Carolina University 
Eastern Mennonite University 
Frostburg State University 
George Mason University 
The George Washington University 
School of Business 
School of Education and Human 
Development 
School of International Affairs 
Harvard Divinity School 
Indiana University of PA   ■ 
Industrial & Labor Relations 
James Madison University 
Graduate School 
College Student Personnel Administration 
Loyola College in Maryland 
Old Dominion University 
Radford University 
Regent University - 
Robertson School of Government 
St John's College 
Union Theological Seminary 
University of Maryland 
University of New Hampshire 
School of Business and Economics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Master of Accounting Program 
University of Richmond 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
School of Graduate Studies 
AdCenur 
American University 
Appalachian School of Law 
Capital University 
The Catholic University 
College of William and Mary 
George Mason University 
Howard University 
Mercer University 
Ohio Northern University 
Penn State University- Dickinson 
Regent University 




University of Dayton 
University of Maryland 
University of Richmond 
Wake Forest University 
Washington and Lee University 
Widener University 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS and 
ALLIED HEALTH 
Eastern Virginia Medical School 
Graduate Art Therapy Program 
The George Washington University 
School of Medicine 
School of Public Health & Health Sciences 
Johns Hopkins University 
School of Nursing 
Ohio College or Podiatric Medicine 
Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara 
School of Medicine 
VCU/MCV 
School of Medicine 
Wake Forest University 
School of Medicine 
West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine 
RESOURCE CENTER 
Kaplan Educational (enter. Entrance I esl Application Packets Graduate Si hool 
Directories. < iraduute Program Materials Yen Can Take. < K"S and Kaplan slafl 
Thursday, October 9 
11am-3pm 
Phillips Center Ballroom 
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Easier 1987, Age 5 Easter 1988. Age 6 Easier 1989. Age 7 
Lorien Lea Denham. 
Killed by a drunk driver on Gxxl Friday, March 29.1991, al 
(allege Park Drive and Hwy 19 North in Meridian, Miss. 
If you don't slop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
Get involv 
omores 
signing your class rings. 
Sophomore Ding Committee 
applications available in Warren 303 or in $GA office 
Return completed application by October 9 
For more info call' x80% 
JMU 
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD'S COMEDY AND MUSICAL TALENT SHOW 




WATCH THEM BATTLE IT OUT FOR CASH PRIZES    f^SSr 
AT THIS HOMECOMING FAVORITE! £«« muvh 
SKATETOWN USA 
■ mi miiri •.-""l/v" 
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EDITORIAL 
Dart... 
A "thanks-for-wasting-my-time" dart to Market 
One for taking too long to make the wrong steak sub 
too many times. 
Sent in by three students who have better things to 
do than wait 20 minutes for their food. 
Pat... 
Drinking and student responsibility 
College students encounter environments victims are obviously more vulnerable, 
with alcohol weekly, and students who        Both men and women must realize that just 
drink irresponsibly are no strangers to because they have acted dangerously in the past 
JMU. But before becoming intoxicated, students without getting hurt does not mean they will be as 
must make the decision to exercise good judgment lucky in the future. The time to take responsibility        jfj'ft-n ■ 
to ensure their safety. is now. And the person to do it for is yourself. 
Both the Massachusetts Institute of Technology        Don't care about your personal safety? Then 
An "apology-accepted" pat to the guy who tripped 
and fell on me last Monday night in the crowd at 
Taylor Hall, and then gave me a carnation to make 
amends. 
Sent in by a student who appreciated the sweet 
gesture and wants you to know she's OK. 
and Louisiana State University have dealt with 
alcohol-related deaths of students this semester. 
On Sept. 29, an 18-year-old MIT 
think of the risks with the law. While it is unfair 
that intoxicated students who choose to walk 
home instead of drive home are 
student died after being found ' Jf jg [iy\\e fOT routinely confronted with drunk in 
unconscious and surrounded by     ,   ■ ,      , U    H     '       Public charges, we must accept 
empty liquor bottles and vomit in  StUUCtltS, WHO U6SIT6   that these " 
the basement of the Phi Gamma 
Delta fraternity house, according to 
the Oct. 2 issue of The Breeze. 
Just four weeks before this inci- 
dent, a 20-year-old LSU student 
laws will not change, 
and we must take measures to 
avoid such situations. 
Are the police sending the mes- 
sage "you might as well drive 
because if you walk, we're going to 
A "learn-to-be-considerate" dart to the group of 
obnoxious football players who seem to think the 
study rooms in the library are used for social hour. 
Sent in by two students who use the library to get 
work done and think you need to respect that. 
to be treated as 
mature adults, to act 
like them and drink 
died of acute alcohol poisoning,     reSVOnsiblv Or face    bust you anyway?" Regardless, if 
and three other students were hos-   Th,p rrmcpmiPtirPQ  "    
students Plan to drink' ^y have 
pitalized after police found a dozen   *•'"- tOubcijUcriLcb.        to exercise good decision-making 
people passed out on the floor of to ensure their personal safety. 
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house, accord- Alcohol Awareness Week begins Oct. 20 and 
ing* to the Aug. 28 issue of The Breeze. gives students the opportunity to examine their 
Did these students not understand the danger behavior and obtain knowledge about the dangers 
they were putting themselves into by drinking so of alcohol and alternatives to drinking, 
much? Or didn't they care enough to'protect Knowing when to stop drinking, not to drive 
themselves? intoxicated or not to walk home alone are signs of 
Students at JMU must realize that like these stu- maturity. It is time for students, who desire to be 
dents, they are not immune from the effects of treated as mature adults, to act like them and 
alcohol. Those who drink to excess put themselves drink responsibly or face the consequences. 
in danger. Those who walk home alone after a — 
night of drinking also put themselves at risk. The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial 
Attackers and careless motorists do not discrimi- board which consists of the editor, managing editor and 
nate between drunk and sober victims, but drunk the opinion editor. 
Pat... 
A "better-late-than-never" pat to the Student 
Government Association for finally addressing 
student concern over the General Education issue. 
Sent in by a student who is glad to see SGA 
tackling an issue that really matters. 
Dart... 
A "lack-of-professionalism" dart to the brothers of 
Delta Sigma Pi for presenting a speaker with a 
certificate of thanks with only their organization's 
name on it. 
Sent in by the rest of the professional business 
fraternity council, who helped co-sponsor the 
speaker and deserved some of the credit. 
Editorial Policy 
DISON    UNIVERSITY 
Kristen Heiss . .. editor        Laura L. Wade .. . managing editor 
KeUcy M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no more 
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be 
delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserve* the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, 
rhi-: staff, or James Madison Unh 
Pat... 
A "you're-great" pat to the cute teacher's assistant 
who makes my SCOM 121 class worthwhile. 
Sent.in by a student who doesn 't mind getting up 
early on Monday, Wednesday and Friday anymore. 
OP/ED 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
SGA addresses GenEd. program, should 
help raise student awareness, voice 
concern about new requirements 
To the Editor: 
It is refreshing to see the Student Government 
Association actually showing concern about JMU's new 
General Education program in passing a bill proposing to 
remodel the program. However, I'm frustrated they've 
taken so long to do so. Numerous students I've talked to 
have little idea of what the new GenEd. program entails, 
who created it and why it's bad for JMU. 
Perhaps the administration is not properly informing 
the students of all of GenEd.'s shortfalls out of fear for the 
program's rejection. After all, only 18.6 percent of the fac- 
ulty are supporting the new GenEd. courses, according to 
the Aug. 28 issue of Vie Breeze. 
First of all, what are the new GenEd. standards and do 
they reflect our desire that JMU be the leader among pub- 
lic universities? For example, the program's basic premise 
is that if you study communication, you should have some 
kind of communication thread that runs through all of 
your courses. 
In other words, forget U.S. history — forget Cicero and 
his warning that those who do not study history are 
doomed to repeat it. Literature? Sorry, studying some of 
our greatest literary classics is avoidable for some students 
under the new GenEd. program. 
Since Latin was dropped last spring, it seems our 
administrators have little desire to see JMU continue to 
provide a well-rounded liberal arts education. It's hard to 
believe this dumbing down of our education requirements 
is going to propel JMU to become the top public universi- 
ty in the nation. Don't be surprised if our U.S. Neil's and 
World Report rankings start taking a nosedive in the imme- 
diate future. 
Surely our school cannot be a leader when a student 
can graduate from a school named after one of our found- 
ing fathers and not even know who Madison wa"s or what 
he did for our nation. 
Who created the new GenEd. standards? Supposedly, 
they were created with input from the faculty, student 
body and administration. One only has to witness the 
steep opposition from the Faculty Senate to realize their 
suggestions were rejected. In the College of Science and 
Mathematics, only four faculty members voted GenEd. as 
superior to the previous standards, according to the Aug. 
28 issue of The Breeze. 
No students, as far as I know, were ever given the 
opportunity to provide input on the new curriculum. The 
administration has yet to say who is the most responsible 
for the forced reduction in standards we call GenEd. Is it 
JMU President Ronald Carrier, or maybe Executive 
Director of International Education Bethany Oberst? 
I hope all students who care about the value of their 
JMU degrees will take a serious look at a GenEd. curricu- 
lum that has been virtually dictated to the faculty and stu- 
dent body by an administration that has provided little 
information on the program's nature or intent. 
I encourage The Breeze to provide a voice for those in 
the faculty and student body who are so against a reduc- 
tion in standards. 
Unfortunately, given the way the administration has 
dealt with opposition in the past, the administration will 
probably ignore the students and SGA rather than admit 
they have erred. After all, they have already ignored the 




Modern concepts of race based on 
myths; ethnic, cultural heritage is 
more important than labels 
To the Editor: 
Amidst a swarm of editors dealing with police-stu- 
dent relations, I'd like to address another important issue 
on our campus and in the larger community. 
Last month the American Anthropological Association 
issued a report requesting the federal government cease its 
practice of collecting statistics based on race, according to 
an article in the Sept. 19 issue of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education. Finally, a step in the right direction! Our coun- 
try is so obsessed with race and how to classify different 
races that we don't stop to question the meaning or origins 
of this peculiar concept. 
The concept of race we employ today is nothing short 
of myths predicated on beliefs such as Caucasians are 
descendants of people who lived in the Caucasus 
Mountains and boasted the world's most perfect skulls, 
the article stated. It seems incredibly silly for us to remain 
loyal to a classification system that stems from this kind of 
reasoning. 
Ethnic and cultural heritage — not race — is what we 
should keep track of for the U.S. Census and other 
records. Race only clouds the issue and convinces people 
there are different types of people with differing biological 
compositions. 
In reality, however, human is the only type of person 
— that's what we all are. I'm not arguing we should not 
acknowledge our differences; indeed, we are all different. 
But these differences have nothing to do with an individu- 
al's race. 
A few months ago the Clinton Administration began 
an "Initiative on Race" and announced a campaign for 
racial reconciliation. Along with this there has been talk of 
a national apology for slavery or reparations for the 
descendants of slaves. It is true that these topics reflect real 
problems, but until we discard the concept of race itself, 




Would pAU benefit from a second student-run neivspa} 
• or does The Breeze provide sufficient coverage of issues 
• affect JMU and the Harrisonburg commutiity? 
Responses for and against should be typewritten and no longer 
than 350 words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity 
and space. One entry from each viewpoint will be selected for 
Thursday's issue. All responses should be received by 6 p.m. 
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Avoid the fall flu Make an 
appointment to get your flu shot 
now! Appointments may be 
scheduled starting Tuesday, Oct. 7 
and last until Thursday, Oct 16 via 
the Health Centers Web Site at 
wwwjmuedu/healthctr/. 
The vaccine cost $5 and will be 
given at the University Health. 
Center on Monday, Oct 2CL 





sign Up Now 
'  for the J 
JUNIORS 
Do You Ask Yourselfi 
• What is the best major for my career needs? 
• Am I in the "Right" mafjor? 
• What career options should I consider with my major? 
Do You Ask Yourself: 
• What career options should I be considering? 
• Did I pick the right major? 
• What kind of internships should I be looking for? 
AVOID      * 
REGISTRATION 
FRUSTRATION! 
Sign-up now at 
OCS to discover 
more about your 
major and career 
direction. 
» • • •< DECISIONS 
;*OGRA!!2 
Do You Ask Yourself? 
• How can I start searching for an internship if I am 
unsure of my career direction? 
• What is Xhe best major for my career needs? 
• What career options should I consider in my major2 
SENIORS 
Do You Ask Yourself? 
• How should I begin my job search when I am 
unsure of my career direction? 
• Should I consider graduate school? 
• Have I picked the right career direction? 
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8 FRIDAY. OCTOBER 10 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1 
7:00 PM 
UTU 
WS AMltt Jims 
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 7 
7:00 PM 
Simon of the Desert 




THURSDAY OCTOBER 9 
7:00 PM 
Why Has Bodhi-Dharma 
Left For the East? 
TERMIC EH1ERMMEM! 




All Movies are $2.00 
Movies show at 
7:00 and 9:30PM Tues. - Sat. 
Sunday movies show at 
7:30pm and are FREE 
Movies are subject to change 
JMU 
m 197 Jfotf 
?HE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD'S COMEDY AND MUSICAL TALENT SHOW 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16 
WILSON HALL 
8:00 PM 
r&T™™1   WATCH THEM BATTLE IT OUT FOR CASH PRIZES    Q 
N#UPBI •• - — ■ «*——— —~— AT THIS HOMECOMING FAVORITE! 
mm    HCIIIIIM • ► 
CHA-NELL-0'S 
Pizza • Subs • Wings 
MONDAY MADNESS 
Small 10" Pepperonl Pizza 
Carry Out Only 
574-4700 
Call Ahead For 10 Minute Pick-up 
Limit 10 pizzas per order 
.>E*i 425 N. Main St. 
'•"^■V' Ilarrisonburg 
ry&EmLA   Open Daily 11 am 
[PIZZA DELIVERS)    Open Late 2 am 
Fri. & Sat. till 3 am 
ONE OF THE BEST 
WEAPONS TO FIGHT 
VIOLENT CRIME 
DOESN'T COST A DIME. 
1   lELSs- 
■T^SSB3LT1 
WFM ~—%   PV ~      1 
I 
■ ' 
\    J 
1-800-WE-PREVENT 
(All TO RECEIVE FREE INFORMATION. 
MtfUME 
B*ssr 




Every summer, U.S. News 
and World Report and other 
publications pass judgment 
on what colleges are worth. 
But for a growing number of 
educators, the college-value 
rankings just don yt add up. 
By JULIAN WALKER and CHRIS KLMEK 
It's almost expectednow. Every 
year for the past several years, 
JMU has garnered some seemingly 
prestigious awards or accolades 
ranking it nationally as an institu- 
tion. 
JMU's most recent achievements 
include a first-place ranking among public 
universities in the South for academic 
quality and a third-place ranking overall in 
the region for academic quality in 
U.S.Neivs & World Report. Money magazine 
voted JMU 19th overall and sixth in the 
Mid-Atlantic region for best value for the 
education dollar. And Yahoo! Internet Life 
magazine ranked JMU 76th among one of 
"America's 100 Most Wired Colleges," 
evaluting campuses' internet access. 
These achievements are music to 
administrators' ears, but what do they 
mean, exactly? How valid are these rank- 
ings? Who decides them, and on what cri- 
teria? 
A story by Stephen Glass in the Oct. 16 
issue of Rolling Stone reveals a growing 
distaste on the part of Higher Education 
for the U.S. News rankings. Since the mag- 
azine began publishing an annual college 
issue in 1983, Glass reports the college 
guide has become their hottest seller every 
year. With a circulation of over two mil- 
lion, the annual college issue is now 
known as the Swimsuit Issue around the 
U.S. Ncu>s office. 
But admissions officers all over the 
country detest what they see as the over- 
.whelming influence of the U.S. Neil's rank- 
ings, and according to the' Rolling Stone 
' story, many of them now fiddle with or 
even lie outright in the data they supply 
U.S. News. 
Boston University, for example, was 
caught including the math scores but not 
the lower verbal scores of its foreign stu- 
dents when calculating its average SAT 
scores for U.S. Nra>s. 
While Al Sanoff, the U.S. News editor 
who supervises the rankings, claims the 
magazine is now taking steps to verify the 
numbers it receives, admissions officials 
still have little reason to be truthful beyond 
their own consciences. 
As one anonymous admission official 
for an anonymous mid-Atlantic college 
asks Glass in the story, "Hell, what's the 
worst that can happen? They make me 
send them the right data?" The man justi- 
fies his statistical tinkering by saying the 
president of his college will fire him if the 
school drops in the rankings. 
As further evidence, the story relates 
the sad tale of Reed College, a Portland, 
Ore., liberal-arts institution that is, by all 
other accounts, a first-rate small, private 
college. Because Reed President Steven 
Koblik in 1995 refused to cooperate with 
U.S. News by sending the data the maga- 
zine requested, U.S. News' editors pun- 
ished Reed, ranking it near the bottom. 
Sanoff is quoted in the Rolling Stone article 
in a not-quite penitent frame of mind 
about the Reed debacle: "Let's just say we 
did not handle it the right way," he says. 
According to Fred Hilton, director 
of media relations for JMU, 
there are many surveys that 
rank schools on a variety of cat- 
egories. 
"The rankings that are the most objec- 
ANGF.I.ACOSTANZO/frwf^7»Hr^/l.v•/''","".'"'/,'''■' 
rive and have the most credence basically 
take into account various statistics includ- 
ing quality of students, which are based on 
standardized test scores and faculty," 
Hilton says. 
The Sept. 1 issue of US News & World 
Report, which ranks American institutes of 
higher learning and breaks them up into 
regional brackets, includes a two-page 
explanation of the tabulation process and 
the steps it encompasses. 
Academic reputation counts for 25 per- 
cent of a college or university's U.S. News 
score. The only subjective part of the sur- 
vey, a school's reputation score is based on 
a survey sent to tht» preside/It, the provost 
and the dean of admissions at each institu- 
tion (62 percent of those colleges and uni- 
JSON 
the Dice 
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MELISSA DALTONkoniribuling photographer F,l-E PHOTO 
MO" MONEY: A college or university's financial resources account for 10 percent of Its U.S. News score. WltWn that category, educational spending makes up 80 percent of the 
rating, while other expenditures, such as the $18.2 million UREC facility (above left) or the r- •wman Lake fountain (right), count for 20 percent. 
versities surveyed this year responded to 
the survey). 
Retention makes makes up 20 percent 
of a school's score. The two components of 
this category are graduation rate and 
freshman retention rate. Faculty resources 
figures in at 20 percent of the total equa- 
tion. This category includes class size, fac- 
ulty salaries and degrees, student-to-facul- 
ty ratio and the percentage of faculty who 
are full-time. Student selectivity — based 
on test scores, class standings, acceptance 
rate and how many actually attend — 
accounts for 15 percent. 
Ten percent of the score comes from a 
school's financial resources, split 80/20 
between educational and other expendi- 
tures. 
'The best college for 
the student should be 
determined by the 
student, not by the 
ranking. 
vey. It's the one 1 put the most faith in. But 
there are also many outstanding schools 
not listed in any of the rankings." 
The Yahoo'. Internet Life survey features 
some of the same categories as the U.S. 
News, such as retention rate and faculty 
resources, while adding a few of their own 




"ilton says JMU is proud to be 
mentioned in these surveys 
among the premier schools in 
.the nation. 
"JMU is mentioned so frequently, we 
must be doing something right," he says. 
lowever, we don't actively seek to be in 
• polls, we just try to develop the best for 
s   dents and faculty." 
Hilton says the ultimate determining 
factor in choosing a school is up to the 
individual. 
"There is a tendency to place too much 
emphasis on surveys," Hilton says, "The 
best college for the student should be 
determined by the student, not by tne 
ranking." 
Esteemed educators agree. But with 
Time, Newsiveek, Money and Business Week 
now publishing their own college guides, 
apparently the college-rankings game is a 
growth industry. Even worse, application 
figures at almost all colleges and universi- 
ties are increasingly corresponding to how 
well a school is ranked in a given year. 
According to Glass' Rolling Stone article, 
Yale expects its applicant pool to be about 
five percent smaller next year, thanks to its 
precipitous fall from No. 1 to No. 3, 
(behind the tied-in-first place Princeton 
and Harvard universites), in this year's 
U.S. News list. 
But however inherently misguided the 
system may be, the U.S. Neios and other 
guides remain the only resources for high 
school seniors that put so much data in 
one place. Thus, the college rankings rack- 
et can only continue. 
f> 
Fred Hilton 
JMU director of media relations 
The final two categories, accounting for 
five percent each, are value added and 
alumni giving rate. Value added compares 
a school's predicted graduation rate with 
its actual rate and assigns a percentage- 
based score. Alumni giving rate measures 
the average percentage of undergraduate 
alumni who gave to their school in the two 
years prior to the survey. 
Hilton is skeptical of some rankings 
and warns against putting too much stock 
in them. 
"Frankly, there are a lot of rankings 
that are done and deserve criticism," he 
says. "U.S. News & World Report is the old- 
est and is clearly the one to check. They 
devote a lot of time working on the sur- 
eH-^+WW-gwuis* 
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SCOTT TROBAUGH/jMtor artist 
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«._ 1588 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg 
fgp 434-3003 
^V Come and Try Every Fri & Sat 
«M       Yee's Crao Legs Buffet 
r/jp f $14.95 wl soup & salad + 20 Hot Chinese Food Items 
|J5s I Bring this coupon for $2.00 off per person 
;RE'S STILL TIME 
TOe ^arfjtnston $os,t 
HOME DELIVERY 
.35 A WEEK 
433-0221 
If 
Write it down 
instead. 
send your darts and pats to Opinion 
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OCTOBER 3: 
Aerobic Happy Uusff 
UKF.C 5 - 6pm. 
OCTOBER H: 
Brown- Bog- Lunch presentation by Mary Holding 
"Wlial dn you do after ydu find a lump 
in your breast?" 
Women's Resource Center 12-lpnt. 
OCTOBER 0 iiiicl "J: 
Sell i-" v-imin.iii.>ii i ind Testiculai 
Cancer. Open to Students. 
|ja-3:30pui I nlWsitj lleallli Cenlcr. 
OCTOBER 13 and 16: 
Learn Sell Examination for Breast and Testiculai 
Cancer. Open to Faculty/Si 
l:3n- 3:30pm Unlverslt] Health Center. 
OCTOBER 22: 
Presentation on Testiculai Canca bj Bruce Tayloi 
(i    j• 111 in   Taylor 30(>. 
OCTOBER 29: 
Video presentation and inf. table. 
■1 (I|IMI in the I Kl (' Atrium 
For details call X 6177 
Fink ribbon distribution 
provided by ZTA 
J 
Books 
60%-90% off retail 
Featuring art books from Abrams & Bulfinch. Plus, a great 
selection of literature, history, children's books, health & self- 
help, computer books, reference, audio books, videos, science & 
nature, travel Smithsonian Institute Press books & more. 
Oct. 11 thru 19 
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GEniNG THERE 
Located 15 minutes from JMU, between 
Harrisonburg & Stounlon, VA. Take 1-81 
south to exit 240;.lurn east on Rd. 682 
& watch (or the signs. Coll for brochure. 
Qreen Valle 
(quonlilies limited; arrive early lor best selection) 
http://members.aol.com/gvbookfair 
FAIR 
R.t.2, Box434,Mt.Crawford, VA  22841  (540)434-0309 
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Artful Cillia brings laughs to Dodger 
by Brian Minter 
senior writer 
// 
JTesus! You're the 
biggest noo-noo bird 
I've ever seen!" Steve 
I Ghnan said to 
Christian Perritt Perritt, 
clad in a blue feather boa and 
clutching an imaginary pistol, 
threatened Gilman's wildlife pre- 
serve with the steely-eyed menace 
of a bom killer. 
REVIEW 
Gilman and Perritt are veteran 










coffee shop. The. 
scene ended with 
the horribly vio- 
lent death of 
Gilman, who got 
right back up to a 
chorus of laughter 
and applause. 
The show was 
supposed to start 
at 8 p.m. Every 
seat was taken by 
7:30 p.m., and all 
the    spaces    in 
between were full by 7:45 pm By 
the time Cillia was ready to per- 
form, people were being turned 
away at the door. 
"It was definitely one of the 
biggest crowds we've had since 
I've been in the group," said Cillia 
member Rohit Setty. It was great 
Cilia contractor Steve Gilman 
plays "Father Rannaghan." 
having that many people turn 
out" 
The 11 member group started 
off with a "slide show" of their 
summer vacation. By the time it 
ended, the entire audience was 
laughing. Not just tittering or 
chortling, but serious, full-blown, 
danger of pants-wetting laughter. 
This reporter was sitting with his 
friend, a senior BAT major, and 
thus a rational, serious-minded 
person not prone to undignified 
behavior, and he was making all 
lands of crazy noises and holding 
his chair with both hands. 
Cillia did about 10 improv 
games. Audience members called 






log!"), and the 
members of 
Cillia incorpo- 




as a night school 
on the first day 




seemed to work 
their way into a 
majority of the 
scenes. Tragedy 
is funny, appar- 
ently 
Unlike many improv groups, 
Gilman, the group leader, pointed 
out that Cillia uses no safety nets, 
so to speak. Everything is impro- 
vised on the spot, and if someone 
makes a mistake, then someone 
makes a mistake 
PHOTOS BY ED DYER/a»r. photo editor 
CHIa members Derek Leonidoff (upper left corner) Rohit Setty (center) and Meredith Bragg (hands 
held Hie a pistol) get wacky at the Artful Dodger Thursday night. 
Some jokes fail, of course, and     drawn at the Artful Dodger. 
Although the coffee shop turned some mistakes happen, but with 
the audience being so close to the 
performers both physically and 
mentally, mistakes are forgotten as 
soon as the next line is spoken. 
This is thanks in part to the intima- 
cy of the setting, but also due to the 
speed with which the scenes 
advance. 
The members of Cillia (includ- 
ing three members who were mak- 
ing their debut performance) were 
pleased with the evening and sur- 
prised by the size of the crowd. 
"It was great," said veteran 
member Perritt "I don't think we 
could have asked for a better first 
show for our new people." 
Perritt said Friday's show was 
the biggest crowd they have ever 
out to be too small for the crowd, 
Perritt said that the group liked 
performing there for the intimate 
atmosphere. 
The only hint of trouble came 
early in the evening, when a cam- 
era crew from PBS flashed 
extremely bright lights on the audi- 
ence and performers. The crew, 
who was making a documentary 
on improv groups, had set up 
lights and a camera in the crowded 
coffee shop to film the show. When 
the people in the crowd started to 
blink and squint, Gilman asked the 
crew to please turn the lights off. 
After this, the crew left. 
"The people who matter most 
are   the   audience,"   Gilman 
shrugged. "It would have been 
nice to have been filmed, but..." 
Opening the show was the all- 
male student a capella group The 
Madison Project. The 15-member 
group performed seven songs 
ranging from "Yesterday" to that 
awful "oh, what a night" song, 
including a bizarre, yet surprising- 
ly pleasant version of "Lady In 
Red." The Madison Project was 
well-received, and they seemed to 
be in good spirits as they per- 
formed, joking with the crowd and 
plugging their next performance 
with a heart-warming combination 
of shamelessness and good humor. 
Cillia performs regularly in 
JMU and Harrisonburg. Their next 
show is Oct. 15th at the Valley 
Playhouse at 107 East Water Street. 
bout to rock — we tutor you 
Commentary by Chris Klimek 
senior writer       
Bless me. Father, for I have sinned, 
and my confession is this: I have 
never paid as much attention as I 
should to the local band scene. As a 
writer for The Breeze Style section, and 
therefore a culture steward to JMU, I can 
hardly justify my neglect of such a vital 
part of campus' artistic life. 
But I think I've finally figured out 
what has led me to condemn scores of 
would-be rockers before I've heard them 
play a note. In a way, if s a problem of 
poor advertising, but more than that, ifs 
a problem of identity. Simply put, if you 
want to rock, you need more than just 
and handful of iffy Pearl Jam covers and 
a bad haircut. You need a kick-ass name 
for your band. 
Forget me music already. Think about 
what really matters in me post-Beavis era 
Image? Drink a Sprite, pal; image is 
passe. That group Bush spent millions to 
make a video where a black-hooded 
SWAT team chases their singer through 
an abandoned tenement building (per- 
haps he had an open container of Bud 
Ice). Do you think this fatuous display 
convinced anyone of anything other than 
the group's continuing adolescence? 
Well, you're probably right, but the 
point is, even if Bush didn't suck goat 
cheese, they would still be called Bush. A 
rose might smell as sweet by any other 
name, but no group with serious aspira- 
tions should underestimate die value of a 
cool coupling of words to silkscreen onto 
T-shirts. 
The single-monosyllabic-word title 
may indeed be a virtual badge of vacu- 
ousness for bands. Witness Live, ponder 
die potential of a band called Pulp and 
ignore completely Prong, for God's sake. 
But the monosyllabic name is not the 
most serious threat to coolness that '90s 
rock groups face The real danger is in the 
cheeky, flippant band name; the sort of 
post-modern distancing-device which 
seems to suggest the group members 
believe the very act of rocking out is 
below them. These bands seem to think of 
rock as nothing more than a campy, post- 
modern nostalgia trip, like "Star Wars" 
lunch boxes or "The Brady Bunch." Pay 
attention, Superchunk, Puddleduck, Box 
Turtle and the Presidents of the United 
States of America I'm talking to you. 
So how then, you ask, does one go 
about selecting a name that is at once dig- 
nified and yet still dirty? There is no uni- 
versal answer, Grasshopper, but by 
observing a few simple guidelines you 
can avoid having to stencil The Hapless 
Chumps on the front of your kick drum, 
or if you don't have one, your drummer's 
forehead. 
Number One: Ambiguity helps. 
Names like The Police, The Velvet- 
Underground and The Who sow confu- 
sion among fans and radio programmers 
alike, and thus, are not easily forgotten. 
Number Two: Drug references don't 
help. I've never heard a song by Junksick 
Morning, but the sheer nihilism of the 
name is enough to send anybody run- 
ning out to buy a used copy of the last 
album by UJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh 
Prince. 
Number Three, and this one is the 
most important Be arrogant and grandil- 
oquent. The name The Rolling Stones 
suggests a sweep and majesty that any- 
body who calls their group Hole or 
Elastica clearly doesn't aspire to reach. 
Instinct is the key. A good rock band 
name, like good rock music, must engage 
your hips, your gut, your heart and your 
head — in roughly that order of Impor- 
tance. It's not just the music that sepa- 
rates The Monkees from The Sex Pistols. 
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The Imman olfactory gUind is ca/tabU 
of detecting over 10,000 different scents. 
[Something lo keep in mind when you walk 
by our Brass Bell Bakery!) 
Oui bakery makes items like muffins, brownies, cookies, i>iz/..i, roDs, and more. 
ITCM foi you daily. All light mulct your nose. 
■/ 1/2 lb. Of Shrimp 
$5.29 
Great savings at Kinko's! 
i 
! 
■ Good for all members of your party. 
■ Not valid with any other offers. 
I At participating restaurants only. 
| Tax not included. No sharing please. 
I EXPIRATION DATE: 10/20/97 2335 E. Market St. 
Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night, 
for great products and services, like full-color copies and Internet Access. 
Presentation materials 
Copies of all sizes 
Resume seivices 
In-store computer rental 
Digital color output directly from 
your disk to our color printers 
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE 
full-color copies 
Buy on* "fortuity pirfd. I'A* i II" lutt wvt. Kill <o*« ropy on !Ob 
whnr bond and merit a winnd mry UK Up In TO Ctfjbf lr« p* 
tijmjclion (c4»- s*iv*« not mtlirird Win H Iwnilfdto on* («ipnn 
r«*( tiamartion (r-ipon mnt bV pwwrtrd at tin* of |imha4» and n ">* 
valid with other nflm M dm mint pmqrawn 0ll*» valid at l«*» (« put 
(hav* only and m.«y no! h» drununl"! M cinl*nl timaid past or firti«f 
no* haw Val«l at Ki"ln< lnW Ircatwi only Vnwt w»r« PfohtbilPd by 
la- tt> rash valur 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WUK 
1010 S. Mam St. ■413-928/ 
kinko's' 
The new way to office.* 
RENT ONE HOUR, 
GET ONE HOUR FREE 
Internet Access 
R«il onf how anrl fH one hot* (Ml. up lo on* hour lw» pn tuMowvr 
at pJfUtoalHiq ItHJtmm only Subject lo tvjtIaWrty lurlulri 
H*i.itmh* ami IBM* \t¥ vivr o> oVi-qn wottOJliom tflfi n btMrd 
looneronpmipHlijmjflnn Coupon nst be «»v*nted at ttnvof p* 
t ha\e and * rot .aUI antli othei nflen or rfmourt pit-pan* 0He« valid 
at l«me it pun haw only and nay not W dummied « uedMed tnwatd 
pait 01 tutue pieclvawi Valid at Klnlot luted lora^on only vend whe«e 
puduM ed by law M< ■ adt value 
OffN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEIK 
,     1010 5. Main SI. ■4H-MS/ 
AAA178 EXP 10/31/97 
kinko's' 
The new way to office* 
AAA179 EXP 10/31/97 
MOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK 
•iw; liwov l«r  *l ilghri mened *»*M «id Ifinn-i/In etfke we »«Hl«*J tttdwawhr* >r*t\ w**u»e\ In  *■) w.uvdby ■—"•■>w* 
■jpte't, r»*i»» w.«ton w—bwm *■> the i*nO(M woMw b <•*• to «m*a* t*fp**> —• 
BOOZ ALLEN? 
BECAUSE YOU HAVE 
EXTRAORDINARY 
EXPECTATIONS. 
Expect extraordinary things from a career with Booz Allen 
& Hamilton, Inc., one of the world's largest management 
and technology consulting firms. From more than 80 offices 
around the globe, we're driving innovation, providing strategy, 
systems, and technology services to public- and private- 
sector clients on six continents... generating sales of $1.3 
billion... and creating professional opportunities as distinctive 
and driven as the overachievers we actively seek. 
For more information, please see your 
Career Placement Office today: 
•Thursday, October 9th: Information Session 
•Tuesday, October 14th: Interviews 
Opportunities currently exist in our McLean, VA headquarters office and other 
selected cities for recent undergraduates and graduates with BS Degrees in 
Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, MIS or other related areas. You'll 
select from a wide range of highly visible opportunities in information teclmology, 
telecommunications, defense & national, transportation, environment & energy for busi 
ness, industry and government. We offer very competitive salaries and comprehensive 
benefits. Equal Opportunity Employer. 
www.bah.com/wtb/careers.html 
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Dances of peace and faith 
by Ann Keast 
contributing writer 
Tomorrow evening, music, pound- 
ing feet and laughter will fill 
Godwin Hall Room 356 as JMU's 
Folk Dance Ensemble and 
Interfaith Campus Ministries present an 
evening of dance and spirituality. 
As a celebration of 
Religious Emphasis Week, the 
Folk Dance Ensemble per- 
forms and teaches a smorgas- 
bord of dances from 
Germany, Russia, Africa, 
Israel, China and other coun- 
tries. 
"Hora Or," is one of the 
works featured. "The Hora is 
something that just springs 
up, like at the end of a cele- 
bration or the Olympics," said 
Earlynn Miller, professor of 
dance and director of the Folk 
Dance Ensemble. 
"You look down (from a 
balcony], and they're all danc- 
ing the Hora," she said. "It 
came from Romania and 
when I think of Romania, I think of run- 
ning and this is a running dance. It is so 
ingrained in Israeli culture because it's 
almost like it was their national dance." 
The Social Dance Evening is part of 
"Religious Emphasis Week," which started 
yesterday and runs until Thursday. Event 
co-sponsors, ICM, designed the Social 
Dance Evening and other events this week     motion, call x6511. 
in the hope of helping students become 
more connected with their spirituality. 
"We are hoping to show the JMU 
Community that religion goes far beyond 
the four walls of a church, synagogue or 
temple," said Rick Hill, Presbyterian 
Campus Minister and Coordinator for 
ICM. "Religion is an expression of our 
spirituality, a yearning for connection with 
our creator and one 
another. 
"Dance helps us get in 
touch with our inner 
being, but also reaches 
out to touch others' 
inner beings," he said. 
"Through folk dance, 
we create community. 
We create an energy 
that is lively and 
hopeful." 
Katie Thomas, a long 
time member and the 
acting president of the 
Folk Dance Ensemble, 
encourages students 
to come for a simpler 
.     reason: "to get the 
chance to see and 
learn dances from around the globe, to 
have a reason to procrastinate studying 
and just to have a good time," she said. 
The Social Dance Evening is 9 to 11 p.m. 
Tuesday and is free and open to students and 
the Harrisonburg community. It is recom- 
mended that participants come in comfort- 
able attire and athletic shoes. For more infor- 
"Through folk 
dance we create 
community. We 
create an energy 
that is lively and 
hopeful" 
Rick Hill 
Presbyterian Campus Minister 
and Coordinator of ICM 
STYLE WEEKLY 
ART 
►"Danny Hamilton: mixed media;" Zirkle House: Artworks 
Gallery — Monday-Saturday, free. 
►"Jesse Lilley, Ben Shaffer: painting and printmaking;" Zirkle 
House: Other Gallery — Monday-Saturday, free. 
►"Raymond Saunders: Presence and Absence;" Sawhill Gallery — 
Monday-Sunday, free. 
►"David Fan-is: Contemporaneous Archeology;" Zirkle House: 
New Image Gallery — Monday-Sunday, free. 
{gp 
►Blues Laboratory: Artful Dodger — Wednesday, 8 p.m., free. 
►Pavement: TRAX — Thursday, 8 p.m., (804) 295-8729. 
►MaGraw Gap: Blue Foxx Cafe — Thursday, 432-3699. 
►Junk Food Buddah: Awful Arthurs — Thursday, 10 p.m., 
433-9874, free. 
►Roger Manning and friends: Little Grill — Thursday, 8:30 p.m., 
$3.434-3594. 
►Purple Ivy Shadow: Little Grill — Friday, 9 p.m., $3. 434-3594- 
DAJJCE ►"Social Dance Evening: Dances of Peace and Faith;" — Tuesday, 9 p.m., Godwin Hall rm. 356, free. 
MUSIC 
►"The JMU Jazz Ensemble and JMU Jazz Band;" Wilson Hall 
Auditorium — Monday, 8 p.m., $2. 
►"The JMU Chamber Orchestra;" Wilson Hall Auditorium — 
Thursday, 8 p.m., free. 
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Contact" Tuesday-Thursday, 9:30 
p.m. only. "Simon of the Desert/Reincarnation of Khensur," 
Tuesday "Utu," Wednesday, "Why has Bodhl-Dharma left for the 
East" Thursday 7 p.m. only. "Scream" Friday-Saturday. All shows at 
7 and 9:30 p.m., $2 unless otherwise noted. 
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Kiss the Girls," "L.A.Confidential," 
"The Edge," "In & Out." Shows $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. 
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Soul Food," "The Game," "A Thousand 
Acres," "Wishmaster." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. 
If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send the a letter do Style section; G1 Anthony- 
Seeger Hall; MV' 6805: JMU; Harrisonburg, VA 22807; include daw, cost and location of the event. 
Black Diamond Savings Bank 
"Your Locally Owned and Operated Savings Bank 
Where Neighbors are Helping Neighbors" 
A Full Service Bank 
"We would like to invite you to come 
by or call us so that we may help you 
with all your financial needs " 
Mike Estes 
Asst. Vice Pies. 
Branch Manager. 
Kitty Purcell 
Mortage Loan Officer 
Gene Clatterbuck 
Loan Officer 
*Checking and Savings Accounts 
♦Certificate of Deposits 
♦Individual Retirement Accounts 
♦Personal Loans including New & Used 
Auto,Vacation & Bill Consolidation 
* Home Mortages including 
New Purchases, Refinances 
* 90% Financing - No PMI 
* 2 Hour Approval - Can use for prior approval 
* 97% Financing with Higher Qualified Ratios 
* Construction Financing Available 
440 South Main St.Harnsonburg, VA 
540-432-1777 
website address: http://wwv bdsb.com 
« -• 
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TAN   IS  THE 
FIRST SICjN 
Of  SKIN 
CANCER. 
IRONIC, 
ISN'T  IT? 
The fact is, tanning can lead to 
melanoma/skin cancer. So examine 
yourself regularly. Look for blemishes 
larger than a pencil eraser, multi- 
colored or asymmetrical in shape. 
If you have any questions, see 
your dermatologist. 






Monday Odober (rth 
fcpm at 6irafton Stovall 
theatre 
■Dpronsored V\ F£A 
Questions Call ProcK 432--1841 
THE ELLIOTT SCHOOL 
OF   INTERNATIONAL  AFFAIRS 
THE  GEORGE  WASHINGTON   UNIVERSITY 
Want a Competitive Edge? 
The   Elliott   School   offers   career-oriented   graduate 
programs in: 
• International Affairs 
• Science, Technology and Public Policy 
• International Trade and Investment Policy 
and six other specialized programs. 
For more information, meet with an Elliott School 
representative at the James Madison University 
Graduate Fair in Phillips Hall Ballroom on October 9 
from 11:00 - 3:00, or contact: 
Elliott School of International Affairs 
The George Washington University 
2013 G Street, N.W. 




■ • i 'irtt - - ^"' 
Jhe 
[niveisity 
WAS HINGTON    DC* 
»o ©36) art* cwew mod (ismsnol bna aviensteb ioin©8 
•«l   <'i>f.lwirf_9 I. :i.«_i. *    1 
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Wildcats prove too much for the Dukes 
Finneran's four touchdowns, Villanova's explosive offense flattens JMU, 49-17 
by Steverj M. Trout 
sports editor 
There's Montana and Rice, Marino and 
Clayton, and Bradshaw and Swann. As for 
quarterback/receiver connections, those 
three are the cream of the crop. Now, one 
more can be added: Villanova duo Chris 
Boden and Brian Finneran. 
The two Wildcats almost single-hand- 
edly beat No. 23 JMU, hooking up for four 
touchdowns during Saturday's drubbing 
of the Dukes, 49-17. 
"We got our ass kicked [on the defen- 
sive side of the ball]," JMU senior line- 
backer Marcus Ordonez said, "Hands 
down, you look at the scoreboard — you 
look at anything — we just got beat on." 
The fourth-ranked Wildcats racked up 
464 yards of total offense and never quite 
let the Dukes into the game. Led by 
Boden's five-touchdown performance, 
Villanova seemed to pick apart the Dukes' 
secondary with ease. 
JMU senior defensive end Jonathan 
Dean said, "The timing routes were killing 
us. [Boden's] a good quarterback. He had 
the timing down and [the receivers] were 
open." 
Boden, especially, looked to senior All- 
American wide receiver Brian Finneran for 
the crucial plays. 
Red-shirt junior safety Tony Booth said, 
"We came out, and we knew [Villanova's 
Finneran] was their 'go-to' guy. They had 
two other good receivers, but the smart 
thing to do is to try to eliminate them from 
going to their 'go-to' guy. Unfi rtunately, 
they do have other receivers and it showed 
today." 
Finneran, a 6-foot-5 standout, ranked 
second in the Atlantic 10 (going into 
Saturday's game) averaging 113 yards per 
STEVEN M. TROUT/senior photographer 
Red-shirt freshman running back Delvin Joyce goes airborne during one of his 17 carries. Joyce rushed for 103 yards in the 
Dukes' 49-17 loss to Villanova University. JMU will travel to the College of William & Mary to face the Tribe Saturday at 1 p.m. 
game. He caught eight passes Saturday, 
averaging 18 yards per reception despite 
finding himself double and triple-covered 
most of the day. His performance placed 
him in the Villanova record books as the 
university's leader in total receptions (192) 
and receiving yards (2,965). 
JMU coach Alex Wood said, "I'm not 
worried about [Finneran] anymore 
because we don't have to play them any- 
more. We just tried to 
do the things that we 
do. Anyway, he's a 
good player, and he had 
a good day today." 
Defensively, JMU was 
under attack from 
Boden's passes all day. 
Despite throwing con- 
siderate pressure on the 
Wildcat quarterback in 
the first quarter, Boden 
was still able to com- 
plete his throws. His 23- 
for-30 performance net- 
ted five touchdowns 
and one interception — 
his first pick of thel997 
season. 
"We got to Boden a 
couple times pretty 
good," Wood said of the 
Dukes' defensive pres- 
sure. "We got after him 
more than anybody else 
has, that's for sure. It 
time of possession with the Wildcats. Red- 
shirt sophomore quarterback Greg 
Maddox went 13-for-32 for 156 yards and 
two touchdowns, but it was,the squad's 
inability to capitalize that preempted the 
loss. 
"We're young and we knew we were 
going to be hurting," Wood said. "We won 
country. They're an experience team, and- 
they were good. But we have six more 
weeks to play, and we have to bounce 
back from it." 
Wood said, "We have to go back and 
regroup and reassess how talented we 
actually are and try to take advantage of 




three [games], and that was a good feeling,     long season. Our day will come. We'll be 
but it just wasn't our day today. We     back." 
weren't able to punch it in." 
At the game's onset, it looked as if the 
Dukes' would go right at the Wildcats. 
After receiving the opening kickoff, JMU 
began its attack on the Villanova defense. 
On the second play from scrimmage, red- 
shirt freshman running back Delvin Joyce 
took an option toss from Maddox and gal- 
loped 62 yards down to the Villanova 20- 
yard line. Joyce, however, fumbled the ball 
and — symbolic of JMU's day — Villanova 
recovered, squelching the Dukes' scoring- 
drive. 
Joyce carried the ball 17 times for a total 
of 103 yards. It was the first time this sea- 
son Joyce has surpassed the 100-yard 
mark. 
Perhaps one of the other few bright 
spots of the day was the performance of 
senior punter/place-kicker Nelson Garner. 
Gamer put the Dukes on the board for the 
first time with a booming 48-yard field 
goal. 
He continued to amaze the away 
crowds with his towering punts. He aver- 
aged 48.7 yards per punt and in the second 
enough today.' 
Offensively, the 
Dukes        put        up 
STEVEN M.TROUT/senior photographer reSpectable numbers, 
Senior defensive end Jonathan Dean wears the face of amassing 305 total yards 
just wasn't quite good     quarter booted a 62-yarder. 
Gamer and the Dukes must now move 
on. Saturday's loss was JMU's first in the 
Atlantic 10 and the first to a Division I-AA 
opponent. 
"It was frustrating,' Booth said. "We 
defeat along the sidelines of Saturday's loss. 
W  »««■»%*»»  »*fc     www      — —        . w < _ 
and nearly splitting the    just played the fourth ranked team in the 
Nelson Garner 
Six punts 
Aug. 48.7 yds. 
Longest punt: 62 yards 
1-1FG, 2-2 PAT 
Garner proved to be a bright spot in 
an otherwise forgettable game for the 
Dukes. 
In the first quarter, he fired a career- 
best 48-yard field goal to put the JMU on 
the board for the first time. 
But his most impressive performance 
came when he was punting. 
He booted six punts for an average of, 
48.7 yards per punt. In die second quar- 
ter, Garner was deep in JMU territory 
and launched a 62-yard bomb, sticking 
the Wildcats with poor field position. 
Gamer, a senior, is second in the Atlantic, 
10 in punting average and is ranked among 
the top in thenatiorvas welL 
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LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
TO DO THIS WEcKEND? 




TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7 
Women's Soccer vs. Virginia 4:00 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8 
Men's Soccer vs. West Virginia     4:00 p.m. 
Field Hockey vs. Maryland 7:30 p.m. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 
Women's Soccer vs. UNC-W 4:00 p.m. 
Volleyball vs. East Carolina Univ.  7:00 p.m. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11 
Volleyball vs. UN( Wilmington       7:00 p.m. 
Played at Reservoir Street Fields        W       ^ 
Played at Bridgeforth Stadium TOP OOCCer 
Played in Sinclair Gym in Godwin Hall 
Men's Soccer and Field Hockey are nationally ranked! 
Finally, women's health 
care that gives you a choice 
At Blue Ridge Women's Health Center, we 
meet all of your health care needs in 
one facility. You can see a qualified male 
or female practitioner, whichever you're 
more comfortable with. And you'll find 
everything from simple exams to 
advanced laser treatment available at 
one place. Your place. Call today. 
Healthy Choices for you: 
•Contraceptive planning including Depoprovera • STD 
screening and treatment • Papsmear and Gynecologic exam 
• Breast exam • Pre and Post natal care * PMS and 
Menopause therapy • Certified Mammography • Complete 
fitness and weight loss program • Solution oriented pelvic 
pain treatments. 
Richard E.N. Sedwick, M.D. Leonard W. Aamodt, M.D. 
Martha A. Jones, C.N.M. Patricia A. Bass, C.N.M. 
Nancy S. Christy, O.G.N.P. 
Affordable care when you need it: 
• Morning, evening & Sat. hours 
•Trigon, BC/BS, Key Advantage, PPOl 
FEP, Champus, CIGNA provider 
• Payment plans available - Visa/MC 
Richard E. N. 
SedwkkJVl.D. 
DIRECTOR 
Board certified: A.B.O.G. 
Fellow: A.C.O.G. 
Blue Ridge 
Women's Health Center 
The choices you need, the caring you want 
Call: (540) 433-6613 or 
Call toll-free: 1-800-833-6613 
2350 PORT REPUBLIC ROAD* HARRISONBURG 
(EXIT 245 - 2 MILES EAST OF 1-81 ON PORT REPUBLIC ROAD) 
ON #2 BUS LINE 
we/ HON w tmm 
IN mMONmQ t$ 
NOUI OPEN 
COME TRY THE BEST 
SPECIALS IN TOWN! 




LADIES NIGHT SPECIAL 
PLUS NO COVER CHARGE! 
•WEDNESDAY NIGHT- 
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL 
PLUS NO COVER CHARGE! 
•THURSDAY NIGHT- 
BEACH NIGHT SPECIAL 
PLUS NO COVER CHARGE! 
20 U/. MOSZY NEXT TO WK6S Plf\2(\ 
2 FORMS Of f.D. ZSQUtZm 
NO COVER CHARGE - EVER! 
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Field hockey continues its roll with 5-0 shutout 
by Nick Laneridee £ard Dian"e Ceg>elski assisting Katrina 
contributing writer Hunter on ?e shot- 
—- , ~„ie ...—: becond half action continued with JMU 
The No. 6 JMU field hockey team raced controlling the ball by anticipating New 
past the No   8    University of New Hampshire's every move. Sweeper Kristen 
Hampshire Wildcats in a 5-0 victory yes- Manson said, "We focus on being alert and 
terday at Bndgeforth Stadium, improving aware. That way we can stay one step 
the Dukes'record to 10-2. ahead of our opponents " 
14 £« 'he first After two saves 
time JMU has ever    //, 
defeated New 
Hampshire after los- 
r 
We focus on being 
ing in two previous alert and aware. Jhat 
meetings.      Coach *»•**» 
by Wildcat fresh- 
man goalie Amy 
Agulay, JMU's 
Julie Weiss drove 
one by Agulay to 
Christy Morgan said, way We Cm stdV'One Stet) 
ex,end me lead to 
"We ve had positive J J w*^  ^ 
preparation in order ahead Of OUT OVVOnentS "       Then   jt   vvas 
to compete against                     J ff             ">•       time for the fresh- 
the best. Today it felt men Amanda Latz 
good to pull it all Kristen Manson and Liz Sanders, to 
together and get a JMU field hockey sweeper make their contri- 
top-10 victory." butions. 
A well-rounded offensive attack wore Latz, a goalie, came off the bench to 
down the Wildcat defense with 29 shots on block two penalty corners and make an 
goal and five different players scoring, impressive penalty-stroke save midway 
After 15 minutes of strong defense on both through the second half, 
sides, JMU sophomore standout forward After receiving a pass from junior cap- 
Julie Martinez began the scoring onslaught tain Tara Nappi, Sanders found an open- 
by slipping the ball past the Wildcat goalie ing in the top corner of the goal on a shot 
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/staff photographer 
Sophomore forward Julie Martinez spears through the New Hampshire defense 
during the Dukes' 5-0 victory. Martinez leads JMU in scoring with 11 goals in 1997. 
to give JMU an early 1-0 lead. Martinez 
leads the team in scoring with 11 goals this 
season. 
"As forwards, we use speed and con- 
stant movement to our advantage, while 
working to create plays off of each other," 
Martinez said about the Dukes' offense. 
The second goal came on the success- 
ful execution off a penalty corner with for- 
from the left corner and scored her third 
goal in the past two games. 
The final goal came when Nappi shot 
through a crowd of defenders and scored 
with Sara Perilla recording the assist. 
Senior goalie Tara Perilla and Latz com- 
bined for seven saves in the shutout. In the 
past two games, the Dukes have outscored 
their opponents 16-0. 
Friday, JMU whipped St. Joseph's 
University, 11-0, giving the JMU goalies 
two consecutive shutout victories. 
The key to the Dukes' success is in their 
quality of depth, conditioning and aware- 
ness on the field, according to junior 
Nicole Gaudette. 
"We have a lot of depth while playing 
competitively. No matter who we sub in, 
our level of play remains the same," 
Gaudette said. 
On the hot AstroTurf field it was evi- 
dent the Dukes had superior conditioning 
as they outlasted the Wildcats. 
Coach Morgan said, "Conditioning is 
something we can control. There is no 
excuse not to be fit."       * 
With the success they have had thus 
far, the squad has its eyes'set on a possible 
NCAA Championship. 
Senior Holly Garriott, a member of the 
1994 championship team, said "We focus 
on one game at a time. The ultimate goal 
being to become NCAA Champions." 
Nelson Garners attention with record-breaking kicks 
Senior punter/place-kicker 
attracts professional scouts 
with his powerful leg 
by Jason Mclntyre 
contributing writer 
When most people, think of football, 
they think of hard-hitting action or a 
superstar quarterback hitting his favorite 
receiver in the back of the end zone. 
Seldom, however, di they think of the 
player who appears only a handful of 
times during the game or sometimes never 
at all: the punter. 
The punter is a crucial member of a 
••quad's special teams. And for the JMU 
lootball team, the punter means a whole 
lot more. 
"[Garner] really has done a lot for this 
team," JMU special teams coach Tom 
Everson said of the Dukes' standout 
punter Nelson Garner. "It is not often that 
you see the combination of his leg power 
and great hang time." 
Field position is one of the many keys 
to winning a football game. And Garner 
has made it a habit of pinning opponents 
deep in their own territory. He has com- 
bined excellent hang time with unlimited 
range en route to averaging 44.7 yards per 
punt, which ranks him among the top 10 
punters in the nation. 
"He is just a great athlete," Everson 
said. "He is one of the hardest workers in 
practice and conditions himself great in the 
off season. I am willing to say that he is 
one of the fastest punters out there because 
I've seen him > run a 4.6 [second] 40 [-yard 
STEVEN M. TROUT/senior photographer 
Garner kicks off in Saturday's game at Villanova University. 
He booted a career best 48-yard field goal in the loss. 
dash]." 
Garner, a senior, has doubled up his 
duties this year, taking over the place kick- 
ing responsibilities as well. 
He said, "Kicking has been up and 
down this year. I've struggled a little bit 
and missed a few, but hopefully things 
will turn around. I'll just have to work a 
little more on it in practice." 
Garner is six-for-10 on field goal 
attempts, and eight- 
for-ten on extra points 
so far this'season. 
While Garner is rel- 
atively new to the kick- 
ing game, punting has 
been his forte since 
high school. In 
Burlington, N.C., 
Garner played varsity 
football for four years, 
and began punting 
full-time his junior 
year. He also played 
varsity soccer for four 
years, starting in the 
midfield. 
"On my initial visit 
to JMU, I.was talking 
to the soccer coach, 
and I was thinking of 
playing soccer here," 
Garner said. "But 
things didn't work out; 
I decided to play foot- 
ball." 
The Dukes couldn't 
have been luckier. 
Garner was named to 
the third team all-con- 
ference as a punter in 
1995 and the second 
team all-conference in 1996. 
This year, Garner's astounding num- 
bers have attracted National Football 
League scouts to most games. He is netting 
41.8 yards per punt, which means return 
yards for opponents have been hard to 
come by. Of his 26 punts, 12 times Garner 
has forced opponents to start inside their 
20=yard line. 
As of Saturday's game, Garner stood 
alone in second place in the Atlantic 10, 
averaging 44.1 yards per punt against con- 
ference opponents. 
Against the University of 
Massachusetts in the third game of the sea- 
son, Garner boomed a 63-yard punt and 
ended the game averaging 45.4 yards per 
kick. 
Even more remarkable was Saturday's 
game at Villanova University. Garner 
booted six punts for an average of 48.7 
yards per punt, including a 62-yard bomb 
in the second quarter. 
Not surprisingly, Garner also became 
JMU's career punting leader with his 1997 
performances. 
"So far, my best college game would 
have to have been against Boston 
University in my sophomore year," Garner 
said. "I tied a stadium record with a 73- 
yard punt, and ran a fake punt for a first 
down. And we won the game late in the 
fourth quarter. It was a great game." 
Garner's favorite NFL team is the 
Carolina Panthers. His favorite player — 
kicker John Kasey. 
"You've got be partial to the home 
team," Garner said. 
As a sports management major, Garner 
would like to stay in,the field of athletics as 
an athletic administrator upon graduation 
next winter. And you can never rule out 
the chance of playing in the NFL. 
"It would be an honor to be given a try- 
out for a job in the NFL," Gamer said. 
As for the NFL, no one really knows. 
But right now, Garner is a Duke and 
putting up phenomenal numbers as he 
punts his way into the Dukes' record 
books. 
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WITH A WHOLE CAREER AHEAD OF YOU, IT PAYS TO HAVE A GREAT NAME BEHIND YOU. 
• 
•    With a name like W»U Disney Vfoitt on your resume, your future is 
detmitelv bnghr. Not only will you e»m college recognmon or ovi*. 
youll also be working with one ol the most dynamic companies 
in rhe world And (hat's experience any college graduate could use. 
Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions about 
rhe Walt Disney World* College Program, where youll work, earn 
and learn from some of the top management mmds in the industry 
We will be interviewing all majors tor positions available throughout 
our Theme Parks and Resorts, hjdudmg Attractions. Food «< Beverage. 
Merchandise. Ufeguarding and more. Plus, this summer, those fluent in 
Portuguese, should be sure to ask about special opportunities. So plan 
ahead tor our visit Discover a World of Opportunities at Disney. 
^MMfflP 
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like the online 
technology? 
like money? 
GET PAID TO DO WHAT YOU 
LOVE TO DO! CALL THE BREEZE 
AT X6I27 OR STOP BY THE OFFICE 
IN ANTHONY-SEEGER HALL. 
^<V^Z^ 
Bus Routes 1,2 and 5 
HAIR.TANNING 
and NAIL SALON 
498G University Blvd. 
(Across from Costco) 
M 364-1770 ~ 
JMU Student Special 
7 months of 
unlimited 
1  TANNING 
October 1997 ttir*u April 30th 1998 
$120 
OR 
6 months unlimited 
TAMING 
Start date your choice 
$100 
Charge it to m/c or Visa 
Nobody just eats, sleeps & studies 
.  / 
COLLEGE PARK 
A   CMH    PROPERTY 
College Park-Ashby Crossing 
There is always more to"do at CP-AC when 
it comes to activities and fun! Our 
professional on-site management team is 
going all out to throw every thing from pool — 
parties to volleyball tournaments and 
MORE! 
It's no wonder The Word is Out! 
The Best Living IS HERE! 
College Park-Ashby 
Crossing, L.L.C. 
(540) 432 1001 
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EAT 
^BfflT 
The men's soccer team snapped a 
two-game losing streak Saturday when 
they defeated UNC Wilmington 2-0. 
Junior forward Mike Brizendine 
added to his leading goal total by scoring 
the first JMU goal and assisting on the 
second. 
Mike      The Vu^es, ranked 15th in this week's 
Brizendine NSCAA/Umbro poll, raised their record 
to 8-2. The Dukes are 2-1 in the CAA. 
UNC Wilmington played JMU close in a scoreless 
first half until junior midfielder Kevin Knight touched 
a pass to Brizendine with 24 minutes left in the game. 
Brizendine gathered the pass and slipped a shot in 
the left corner past Seahawk goal-keeper Adrian 
Powell. 
With 12 minutes remaining in the 
game, Brizendine faked Powell and then 
delivered a perfect ball to freshman for- 
ward Ivar Sigurjonsson who added the 
insurance goal for the Dukes. 
JMU outshot the Seahawks 11-6, as 
Dukes goal-keeper Bill DuRoss was 
forced to make two saves. 
The Dukes return to action 
Wednesday at 4 p.m, when the host the 
University of West Virginia. 
Kevin 
Knight 
Senior Bryan Jackson led the Dukes to the Virginia 
Division I Intercollegiate Golf Championship Sept. 30 at 
the Stoney Creek course at Wintergreen. 
The win was the Dukes' second state championship in 
three years but was Jackson's first individual collegiate 
tournament victory. 
Jackson shot a 149 to take the medalist honors, but the 
Dukes cruised to the team title. JMU shot an overall score 
of 605, 10 strokes better then runner-up Liberty 
University. Beside Jackson, four JMU golfers finished in 
the top 10, including Steve Ligi, who finished fifth. 
The JMU women's cross country team, ranked No. 8 
nationally, finished second out of 27 teams in the Paul 
Short Invitational in Bethleham, Pa. 
Keisha Banks finished first with the meet's best time 
of 19:06. Banks had the fastest time out of 185 competi- 
tors. Christina Tamraele finished 12th for JMU, while 
Carin Ward placed 15th. 
The men's team also had a successful finish, placing 
third out of 31 teams. Only No. 20 Michigan State and 
No. 7 N. C. State placed higher than the Dukes. Bucky 
Lassiter finished ninth with a time of 28:26. 
SjMt^lM 
The Dukes gained sole possession of first place in the 
Colonial Athletic Association Friday night when they nar- 
rowly defeated The College of William & Mary, 14-16,15- 
9,17-15,11-15,15-11. 
JMU followed that performance with a resounding 15- 
7, 15-13, 15-8 shut-out of Virginia Commonwealth 
University. 
The Dukes have now won four straight matches. 
Over 300 fans witnessed the epic struggle between 
JMU and the Tribe, a contest which lasted two hours and 
39 minutes. 
Sophomore Lindsay Collingwood led the Dukes with 
29 kills and 33 digs, while junior Kari Kopnicky set up a 
match high 71 assists. 
The Dukes remain undefeated (4-0) in the CAA after 
their three-set drubbing of the Rams. 
JMU recorded 42 kills and 30 digs in the victoy. 
Once again, Collingwood led with 18 kills, while 
Kopnicky led the Dukes by setting up 26 assists. 
Beth Tyson led the Dukes by recording 8 digs while 
owning a .462 attack percentage. 
The Dukes continue their conference schedule with a 
spate of four straight CAA matches. 
The Dukes host East Carolina Friday at 7 p.m. and then 
UNC Wilmington Saturday. JMU follows that with three 
straight road games, including a match-up with perennial 
power with Geoge Mason University. 
TOWN & CAMPUS 
RECORDS 
20 W. Water St. 
Open Mon-Sat, 10:00-8:00 
Sun, 12:00-5:00 
New Releases for Tuesday: 
Janet Jackson        Everclear 
Jimi Hendrix      K.W. Shepherd 
Pixies (Best of &■ live)       Roots 
REM (live & rare)   Pietasters 
God Street Wine 
Live from Conan O'Brien 
(311, Cake, Difranco, Bjork, Sweet, Bowie and more!) 
Low Low Prices on CDs & tapes! 
Lots of Great Posters! 
433-5550 
-   r"V >*^1 
Mesquite Grilled Foods 
Family Fun Dining 
Featuring Chicken»Steaks»Ribs»Seafood 
Join us on Monday 
nights for football at $| 
J. Willoby s 
ROMHOUSE 
All-U-Can Cat Crab Le6 Sections $6.95 
While Supplies Last! 
Specials on Willobvs Starters: 
Your choice.... 
Willoby s Cheese Fries 
Roadhouse Wings 








574-3644 • 1221 Forest Hill Rd. 
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Heishman's   
BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC. 
Oil & Filter 
Change 
Oil Chan; 
plus i.i » 
, Filter, with 
narl s of Oil up to 5 Qi 
expires: Oct. 20th 1997 
$5«« off 
Front End or Four 
Wheel Align 
if alignment is needed 
Regular price 
$29.95 Front I ml Align 
$49.95 4 Wheel Align 
expires: Oct. 20th 1997 
Stale 








774 fc. Market St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 432-0280 














and Other Japanese Imports 
Now Open for Business 
Import ServJCP 
Your Toyota Specialist      *V 
Ov«f 25 y«arj c*pcf1«nc« 
Robby Groome "David PeCOf* Mike Davis 
<^ASE Certified Master Technicians 
•Personal Quality Service 
at Reasonable Prices 







service and repair needs 
1170 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg 
(540)433-6051 
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri 
Rt. 42 North, next to Neighbors Exxon 
10% OFF 
WITH JMU ID 
You Were Always Ready 
To Jump In. 
INFORMATION SESSION: 
NOVEMBER 3, 1997 
INTERVIEW SESSIONS: 
NOVEMBER 4, 5, & 6, 1997 
Even front the very beginning, you 
were ready for anything and every- 
thing. Now, you are bigger. And so 
are your dreams. There is a company 
that can V wait to widen the unique 
perspective you bring. 
The future starts with you. It always 
has. And it is everything you can imagine 
with the company that is developing anil 
delivering the world's new communications, 
entertainment anil information technologies: 
glohal wireless solutions, ISDN, lull- 
service interactive broadband networking, 
digital IV, programming-on-demand and 
far beyond. All this from a company you 
think you probably already know. But did 
you know this?... 
"A lot of people say 'What can my 
company do for me?' and at Bell Atlantic, 
they're really serious about nurturing 
your career growth — through challenging 
assignments, comprehensive training, 
100% tuition assistance, and lots of coaching 
and mentoring from senior employees. If 
a graduating senior with an IS degree 
were to ask me for advice, I'd say start 
your career with a company like Bell 
Atlantic that allows you to learn new skills . 
and enhance your current ability — 
particularly since IS is such a changing 
industry." 
—Marcliff Fountaine, 
Morgan State University, '95 
I E S 
"At Bell Atlantic, teamwork is really impor- 
i.ini. Everyone does his or her part to 
support one another, and there's always 
someone there to answer my questions. 
The thinking is, the more you ask, the 
better it is lor the team." 
Vlexa Kurilko, College <>t 
William & Mary,'% 
"I've had many opportunities to 
discuss Both simple and complex issues 
with people from many departments in 
both one on one settings and in team 
environments     even with company Vice 
Presidents. It was great to see that a new 
college lure could feel at ease to air his 
views freerj to senior executives." 
(lautam Advani, Georgia lech, "95 
Like these present employees, at 
Bell Atlantic, it is your curiosity and vivid 
ideas that will determine how far you go, 
especiall) ifyod are a talented graduate in 
Computer Science, Engineering, 
Telecommunications, MIS or Decision 
Sciences. 
We're racing toward the future, with 
excellent opportunities in: 
• Client/Server Systems 
• Object-Oriented Design and 
Languages 
• Open Systems Architecture 
• Advanced Software Engineering 
Tools 
You are prepared to shape the future. 
Now, you've found the company and the 
tools.for information about immediate 
opportunities please send your current 
resume to: Bell Atlantic, Information 
Systems Human Resources, 13100 
Columbia Pike, B-2-7, Silver Spring, 
MD 20904. Or e-mail: 
isstaffing.entry@bell-atl.com 
(Kir ability to attract and retain ton 
technical talent is the driving force behind 
our high-performance teams. We offer 
competitive salaries, and <jur l>enefits 
package is in the "Top 10" in the country, 
according to Money Maeazme. These 
opportunities are offered by Bell Adantic 
Network Services, Inc.— 
lullirni.iiHHI Systems. 
Bell Atlantic is an Affirmative 
Action/F'.qual Opportunity Employer. 
©Bell Atlantic 
Visit us at www.BellAtlantic.com 
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Here On Planet Earth\Sco« Trobaugh 
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson 
k^eZm^m^Lm^ 
]%Lp/3 WAS^UST MAUUD & A ^ 
BLACK BEAR R.9^/Nt>irte6A^7 
WELL, UKjLg&sTmsls AnEMg^eMCC 
rJfW Gw? AR A HAS fceeN R\fpElFl E 
A-5E*T IMTW WA<TM> r 
Ok HOUR LATER... GAKG.LZ WrruWAIE^.'^AT^ULDWci/ 
^VPERfEMCE, I^S MtRECfCoiPtiOcyJCfc- 
Tuba Man \ Jason Hand 
SORB, 1Z LOOK Uk£ A 6rOoe 
U/rTH THC5 TXJB*\ STVCKOMMY 
HCA*. AMD FOR. VeW^ X've 
8£6** f*>*£€t> TV pur up u>rr>f 
Sl-TUATlOtif      Ml «S   Goi^G-TO 
KE^LLV 
JT/Sr S^/CK: MV Ffe^T /*i AMP 
x'ti. ecr ^ FfiGe, ALL e*- 
p6»S€5 PAlfc ^UftopGAM 
Rlv/I^RA f UJouJ I £>oH-LA-LA? 
PAYOFF pifrf 
V^H.MV OeTRA CTORS  AR^ 
€rt>»M6r-T0 Be LEFT <5*<A S H- 
/W <r -fHls tR TpTTH *T TW6 A«l 
PORT".    AFTER ALL, ya</   CAMH 
SMEAfc ArlO&G- Ofd THE" 
Mft^cNiritf- BANGS' 
D\56HyiS€-D 
A5    A 
Piccolo   / 
Airboard \/oe Booe & In Kwang Kim 
So, You QOT A NAME ? 
I'LL TAKE Oep. 
cOEaear 
VTAKE Ovep,? ... Do Yo( 
OF JMU S7HND5 ToR? 
THE UNiTevSTATes! 
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Williamson Hughes 
Pharmacy & Home Health 
In House Charge Accounts may be established to 
be paid directly by your parents 
$3.00 off a new or transferred 
prescription with this ad 
VISA 
The Student's Pharmacy 
HOURS  M-F 8:30-6:00 
Sat 9:00-12:00 434-8650 434-2372 
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's) 
" WE DELIVER 
\ rtislic 
PLORIST 
.i 1(1111111 cni.i \.ini\ 
I 30 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
HARRISONBURG 
(next to Chads Motor Cor) 
433-3352 
Give me a break! 
TheArtistic Florist's coffee break arrangement. 
(A coffee/tea cup filled with fresh flowers and 







down to  
The Breeze 
office in . 
Anthony- 
Seeger.  . 
4? 50 fror kird 
fen UI0ia4 






nffffn friday foot 
Monday i4<*ue 
nffffn Tuesday jjOr 
Thursday itfue 
-   mors'HftFn • 
PAPA SAYS 
$7.99 (plus tax) 






Fridays until 3:30 a.m. 
Saturdays until 3:30 a.m. 
433-PAPA 
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FOR RENT 
University Place - 4BR apt* 
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple 
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576. 
luxury Ml eondo - At Hunter's Ridge 
or Forest Hills townhome. 
$1.300/mo. Available June 1998. 
Can Jordan, 564-1388. owner/agent. 
Two rooms tar tublian - Starting 
Jan. '98 In the new College Park. 
A/C. $265/mo. furnished, water, 
sewage Included. 5744696. 
House - 4BR, two blocks from 
JMU. Basement, attic. 433-2126. 
Roommate to share 4BR, 2 bath 
house - $250/mo.. 1/4 ut. Call 
433-1356. 
Room - Female, private bath, 1st 
floor unit, W/D. Rent includes 
water, sewage, trash removal. Call 
Cheryl, 432-0600. 
Room for sublease - Starting Jan. 
98, College Park. A/C, $265/mo. 
furnished; water, sewage included. 
574-2768. Law abiding citizens 
need not apply. 
FOR SALE 
Handmade silk scarves from 
India! Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Main. 
Homebrewlng supplies - Malts, 
hops, yeasts, etc. Kegerator kits. 
432-6799, 52 E. Market. 
Savanna monitor - 2 1/2'. Call 
Ben, 8284646. 
Computer - 486/Ox, 1.2g. 24mg 
RAM, monitor, modem, printer, 
$585/obo. 8284384. 
Toshiba lap-top pentlum 120 - 
1.26GB, 16MB RAM, lOx CD-ROM, 
modem, $l,800/obo. Tom, 574- 
2775. 
Dalmatian puppies - Ready now. 
snots, wormed, $lOO/ea 
(540)3504354. ' 
HELP WANTED 
$1,600 weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. For info call 
(202)452-5940. 
Harrisonburg markstlng office - 
Earn up to $12/hr. Immediate 
opening for dependable, 
enthusiastic person. Part-time 
evenings. Call (540)4347290. 
Earn free trips ft cash! Class 
Travel needs students to promote 
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & 
travel free! Highly motivated 
students can earn a free trip & 
over $10,000! Choose Cancun, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or 
Florida! North America's largest 
student tour operator! Call Now! 
(800)838-6411. 
Part-time delivery help wanted for 
local furniture store. 4330909. 
Earn $750-Sl,500/wk - Raise all 
the money your group needs by 
sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on 
your campus. No investment & very 
little time needed. There's no 
obligation, so why not call for info, 
today. Call (800)3238454 x95. 
Earn  great money  selling a 
fantastic savings card. Immediate 
opening for enthusiastic, 
dependable person. Part-time. You 
set your hours. Call 432-0540. 
Tour   guides   wanted   -   No 
experience necessary. Weekend & 
Weekday work. Must have 
dependable transportation. Call for 
appointment. Endless Caverns. 
89&2283. 
Newspaper delivery - Early 
morning. Off-campus housing. 
Good way to earn extra money. Call 
4330221. 
Free T-shirt + $1000 - Credit Card 
fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1,000 by earning a whopping 
$5/VlSA application. Call 
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified 
callers receive free T-shirt. 
Tutors needed - In all subject 
areas. Stop by the Counseling ft 
Student Development Center for 
an application. The center Is 
located in Varner House. For 
questions, call x6552. 
Help wanted - Earn up to 
$500/wk. assembling products at 
home. No experience. Info, 
(504)646-1700 Dept. VA4806. 
SERVICES 
National DJ Connection - Great 
party music since 1985! Call 433- 
0360. 
Rocktown Entertainment - For all 
parties/formals. 433-0103 or 
crownmall .com/rocktown 
SCash for colleges - Grants & 
scholarships available from 
sponsors! Great opportunity. Call 
now, (800)532-8890. 
Freshmen parking - Parking lot 
next to campus. 433-2126. 
Typing! Have a paper to type but 
affairs to attend? No problem! 
Reasonable rates! 12 years 
experience. Call 432-0488. 
DJ doktor dug? - Your party sound 
prescription. Formate, house parties. 
Homecoming, Greek occasions. Best 
rates. References available. 435- 
3684 or 433-1692. 
Horse Boerdsng - Many trails, riding 
ring, large pastures. Riding lessons 
available to boarders. 2692273. 
Mill Arthurs 
Wl-14 !«►«»■» CO*ll*-*%W 




MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: Free appetizers 
at Halftime-Great Prizes 
TUESDAY NIGHTS: 2 lbs of crab legs for the price 
of 1 lb-plus live entertainment # 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: 25t Oysters 
* Jimmy O-lOpm 
THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bucket Night 
* Thurs, Oct 9-Junk Food Bhudda-10 pm-No cover! 
SUNDAYS: Brunch, 11AM-3PM 
Prime Rib and Crab Legs-2nds on us 
ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES 
Harrisonburg's one and only RAW Bar. 
When you really need a lawyer, 
you'll be glad you have one! Any 
time you have a legal problem or 
question, business or personal, 
you have access to a competent 
attorney. Call us now ft find out 
about Pre-Pald Legal Service 
Plans. 107 S. Main St.. 
Harrtsonburg, Va. (540)432-6539 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding the 
Investigation of financing 
business opportunities ft work-at 
home opportunities, contact the 
Better Business Bureau Inc., 
•t 1-800-533-5501. 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Cruise) 6 days $279! Includes 
meals, free parties, taxes! Get a 
group, go free! Prices increase soon, 




CANCUN 'BAHAMAS* JAMAICA • 
FLORIDA-SAN JUAN 
Don't miss out. .. Call now for 
your Spring Break Vacation! 
Ask about our early booking 
Incentives. Organize a group 










NOW HIRING REPS' 
Endless Summer Tours 
Gii.iunttcd BEST Prices 
1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesbSummcrtours.com 
Spring Break - Cancun ft Jamaica 
$3791 Book dbrfy. save $50! Get a 
group, go free! Panama City $129! 
South Beach (Bars close 5 a.m.!) 
$129! springbreaktravel.com 
(800)678-6386. 
Spring Break, "Take 2" - Hiring 
Reps! Sell 15. take 2 free. Hottest 
destinations! Free parties, eats & 
drinks. SunSplash, (800)426- 
7710. 
WANTED 
Wanted-Cars for parts. 867 5871 
PERSONALS 
Lowest prices! Imprinted T-shirts, 
banners, promotional items, etc. 
CCRU. 433-3734 ccruOrlca.net 
Skydlvel Experience the thrill! 
skydiveorange.com. (540)942- 
3871. Ask about JMU discounts. 
Sport  Cards - Qame  Cards. 
Baseball, Basketball, Football, 
Hockey, Star Wars, Magic, etc. 
Buy/Sell. #1 shop in Valley. Dukes 
Sportscards, Dukes Plaza. 2355 
S. Main. Phone 433-DUKE. 
Adoption - Loving couple wishes 
to adopt infant. Happy, secure 
home with full-time mom. We can 
help each other. Please call Diane 
& Joe at (800)579-1860 or 
collect, (703)830-1341. 
Adoption - Loving couple, married 
almost 10 years wants to adopt 
baby. Will comply with all adoption 
laws, confidential. Toll-free 
evenings, weekends: (888)529- 
6881. 
Kelly Coon - Your Big Sis loves 
youl 
Hey 9X6! Bet psyched for 
Homecoming! Only 2 weeks away! 
Robin Rosslngl Rock on baby! 
Now you're 21! Happy B-day. 
Announcing 
To All Women 
Especially evenings ft late night 
outers. America's Hottest Self- 
defense Products will protect 
you from being Raped, Robbed, 
Physically Abused ft Kidnapped. 
Crime does not wait, neither 
should you. Prcte rt yourself now 
by calling (*4 „)942 9. >1 
24 hours to receive your Free 
catalog of Self-defense Products 
that are Guaranteed to give you 
Protection. Take action, do It 
now, before Its too late. 
Adoption 
Happily married pediatrician ft 
pre-school teacher wish to 
become devoted dad A full-time 
mom to white newborn. Willing 
to comply with adoption laws. 






Qwilohn'Gr**1"* fob lAorley • txo*R 
1omW«*,ta,D,BS hrsss*«',fl»,cn* 
G..SWH* IkVorjbootu 
PW HUNDREDS MORE TfTtfS TO CHOOSi FROM! 
In Kroger Shopping Center 
1790-96 [.Market Street 
Wlon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-99 
http://www.plan9music.com 
order online!!! www.plan9music.com 
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Port Rd/EMU 
















LARGE Cheese Pizzas 
No coupon necessary 
Ask for your free dipping sauce! 
•Garlic Butter»Ranch -Pizza Sauce 
•Parmesan Peppercorn 
Pizza Panic 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA 
& 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks 
*6." 





Medium Order of Cheeseybread 
$5. 99 Dipping Sauce included! 
No coupon necessary 
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